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There always comes

contemplation and

a time when man must choose between

act ion

Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus



A large proportion of the critical writings on the plays of

Tennessee I.lilliams vrere produced in the 1960's, and many espouse

interpretive theories which now appear outdated for a number of reasons,

the most obvious being the fairly large number of plays ¡+hich Williams

wrote during the 1970's and early 1980's. Academic interest in I{i11iams

tapered off in the 1970's, and during the last decade, publication has

been quite limited. Drewey wayne Gunn writes in the rntroduction to the

criticism section of his bibliography of I.Jilliams, "above all, the

reader should be struck with how 1itt1e, comparatively, has been written

on Williams, especially when one takes out all the dramatic histories

and superficial gossip about his plays which are interspersed anong the

genuine criticism,', (207) Nevertheless, during the last two decades

fntroduct ion

certain subject areas have received a great deal of attention, the most

notable being explorations of mythic and religious themes in Williams'

work, and comparative analyses of wÍl1iams and other playwrights. l

Other areas which have been explored are the treatnent of women and of

homosexuality in Hilliams' work, the influence of the cinema on

l'iilliams, and williams' use of language.2 However, many of I.Jilliams'

late plays have received 1itt1e or no critical attention, and more often

than not' critics have compared the later plays unfavorably with those

of other playwrights, or with I.]illians' earlier work. Many possible

areas of analysis of the entire body of l.lillians' work remain

unexplored, and it was ny intention in this thesis to explore a

particular thematic link which would integrate the later plays with the

earlier ones, which have received by far the largest proportion of

critical attention.



One of the f irst writers to discuss I.f ill iams

was Benj amin Nelson in Tennessee t{i11 iams :

published in 1961. Nelson, 1íke many to fol1ow him, chose a dualistic

approach to the works. He writes:

llilliams is the romantic and the realist, and his best work

is marked by this important juxtaposition of beliefs. Thus,

in The Glass Menagerie the

ineffectual dreaners are tempered by his objective attitude

toward them. ïIhi1e portraying their tragic attempts to

establish contact with each other and with the world in

which they live he is nevertheless able to see that they are

doomed to failure because of their inability to do more than

drean. Blanche DuBois also represents the honor, gentility

and basic decency which is starkly contrasted against the

world of Stanley Kowalski . Hers are the values which,

untainted, should pervade our ¡¡or1d, but they do not, and in

seeking them in someone else she only hastens her final

destruction. She refuses to give up her dream and her

refusal is heroic, perhaps tragic. But in the end she is

destroyed because she rea1ly has nothing but illusions and

' writíng at

The Man and

2

1 ength

His Work

author's syrnpathies for his

chimeras to throw in the

Kowalski's reality" (ZAS).

Nelson points out the contrast in WiIliams

realists, between illusion and reality.

plays such as Summer and Smoke, where the

"real istic" in their beliefs than

with with Sweet Bird of youth (which

face of the brute force of

' works between ronantics and

He has a problem dealing with

non-romantics are no more

the romantics, as he would as well

he does not discuss) where the
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romanticisn of Chance is ironic, and where the "rea1ist" Princess has a

romantic vision of herself. Any attempt to say that one character type

rePresents illusion and the other reality is doomed by the fact that

those held up as the suprene realists, especially stanley and Jim

0'Connor, base their realisn upon illusions about themselves or about

the world. Plays written after Nelson's work was published do not fit

comfortably, if at all, into his described scheme of thi.ngs. works such

as The Milk rrain Doesn't stop Here Anymore and {ingdom of Earth, as

well as numerous later p1ays, do not present the dreaners and romantics

as the upholders of civilized values, whereas it is the supposed

"realists" who often see thernselves in romantic terms. Nelson runs into

an irreconcí1ab1e problem by suggesting that certain charact.ers

represent realism and others iIlusion.

Norman J. Fedder in The fnfluence of D.H. Lawrence on Tennessee

I,Ii11iams, published in 1966, places l.lilliams' works into a theory of

dualism based on a Lawrencian rnold. ln his conclusion he explains:

Tennessee Wi11iams, as

like D.H. Lawrence, $¡ith the duality of flesh and spirit, of

the fox and moth. . .There are characteristic differences,

however, between Lar.¡rences ' s and Wil l iarns ' phys ical and

spiritual types. The Williams fox is, more often as not,

some kind of sex pervert

attitude differs from Lawrence's. Lawrence abhorred sexual

perversion and everywhere condemned bohemianism. rt is true

vre have seen, is chiefly concerned,

that on occas ion l{il1 iams ' fox

Lawrencean prototype

0'Connor (Tne Glass

ïn this respect, Williams'

in rnoral

Menager ie )

stature: The playwright's Jim

, Maggie the Cat (Cat on a Hot

figure approaches his



Tin Roof) and Hadrian (you Touched

the profundíty of a Birkin or

sensuality, worthy of admiration.

foxes. . .are rather sad specimens

awareness,

With respect to the differences inherent in the tr.¡o

authors' depiction of spiritual figures, Hilliams is more

greatly concerned with delicate, hypersensitive types who

can hardly bear contact with gross reality and must perforce

escape into a private world of illusion (Laura in The Glass

He ! )--although lacking

Mellors--embody a healthy

However, the predominant

of the virtues of sensual

Menagerie), or into insanity (Blanche in A Streetcar Named

Desire), or into a narcosis of sensual dissipation (Alma in

Sunmer and Smoke). Williams laments for the "dying noths",

as he pities the "fugitive foxes": both are "individuals

One problem in Fedder's work is ttrat his dogmatic sexual politics

overwhelrn any attempt at dispassionate judgenent. As we1l, those

trapped by circumstance"; and it is the need for

understanding them v¿hich Williams has stated as his "basic

premise" (722-723),

characters whom he refers to as the prototypical "noths," especially

Blanche and A1rna, are much stronger characters than he assumes.

Williams referred to Blanche and those like her as "Iadies that had

somehow resulted from the fantastic crossbreeding of a moth and a

tiger, tt (tt1. I.Jilliams's vie¡¡ of r. Bankhead, " 150) as they have a

tenacity which is neither frail nor pathetic. The flesh/spirit

dichotomy is, in Fedder's explanation of it, again largely inapplicable

to ironic plays such as Sweet Bird, Milk Train, and Kingdom 0f Earth



Hhere there are no

characterization of as

His insight about Jim

bas is in the p1 ay it se1f,

signs of sensuality, healthy
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spiritual moths. Also problematic is Fedder's

pathetic a character as Chance Wayne as a "fox."

The Glass

There is probably only one truly spiritual "moth" in the whole body of

Hilliams' work, Laura in The Glass

0'Connor's "healthy sensuality" has no apparent

moth/fox dualism one has to see the body of work as a gradual

Menagerie is not

degeneration of a dualism set up in one p1ay. The problems which ensue

from attenpting to place Hilliams' characters into Lawrencean categories

are difficult to surnount, and in the final analysis, Fedder's study

convinces us that the differences bet!¡een the two writers are actually

more profound than the similarities,

for at no point does Jim display any overt

or otherwise. Furthermore, the "fox" of

Jim O'Connor, but is rnuch more likely Tom.

Tennessee

As Esther Merle Jackson discusses in her work The Broken Horld of

protagonist in his drama. fn

anti-hero she r^¡rites:

Menagerie, and thus according to the

Hillians, l./i11iams

One of the nost controversial aspects of the drama of

Tennessee Williams is his use of an anti-heroic protagonist

as an image of man. Williams appears to reject the

Aristotelian concept of the protagonist and to substitute

continually used the anti-heroic

her chapter on I.Jill iams ' use of the

for it an anti-hero, the personification of a humanity

neither good, knowledgeable, nor courageous. In Blanche,

Alma, Brick, Kilroy, Val, Chance, and Shannon, we see this

anti-heroic image of man. Even those figures who command

some synpathy, characters such as Tom in The Glass Menagerie



described in the language of T.S. Eliot as "non-beings"

"Caught in the form of limitation/Betv¡een un-being and

being." Williarns clains that such is the image of modern

man poised as he is between the contrary irnperatives of

his world. As he examines humanity through the patched

glass of his synthetic myth, the playwright perceives a

. creature transfixed in a moment of stasis, halted at the

point of transition in the process of beconing" (68-69).

It is primarily the tension caused by this "stasis" which f have chosen

to explore. As I propose to argue, it is the dualism between stasis and

its opposite, movement, variously referred to in f{i1liams' works as

"Tine," and "The Parader" which sets in motion the real battle of

forces contained within the p1ays. The dualistic obsession in líil1ians'

works is not, as has been suggested by various critics, betireen reality

and i1lusion, or between spirituality and sensualism, but between

movement and stasis, depicted in the form of "spectator" and

"performer" character types.

The binary opposition between novement and stasis is correlative

to the opposition beween action and thought. The dilemrna which I.Iilliams

continually strives to give expression to is the failure to integrate

thought and action. The end result of this failure is psychological

entrapment ¡.¡ithin the self. Drama constructed on duality can be seen

as simplistic and nelodramatic; however, a dualistic thernatic structure

is designed to express tbe sense of alienation and separation which is

so central to lfilliarns' thought. Williams'p1ays are based on a dualism

which synbolizes modern man's sense of alienatj.on from himself. fn the

and Catheri-ne--the victim of Suddenly Last Surnmer--may be+

6



later plays' the human body itself becomes a source of alienation and

betrayal, and characters' attempts to escape from both their physical

and psychological entrapment are doomed to failure.

fn spite of the fact that l./illiams has been accused of creating a

simplistic moral universe, there is no simple formula of integration

offered in Hilliams'p1ays. 
.fn fact there appears to be no conmunion at

aL1 possible, either between humans, or between the opposing drives of

thought and action, or between man and the mechanistíc universe in which

he 1ives. Man's primitive impulses to action are at odds with the

constructs of his mind; "centuries of cerebration" (to use Grahame

Greene's phrase)3 have 1ed to a crippling stasis where, for the

thinking nan, action is no longer meaningful. characters may turn to

primitivism (in the form of mindless sensuality or violent ritual) as a

cure for r.¡hat ails them, but the results are shocking and grotesque, and

merery serve to underline their already apparent entrapment.
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has a curiosity

at ç¡hich point



A Song That Echoes:

the great difference between

between the rich and the poor or the good and the evi1, the

biggest of all differences in this world is between the ones

that had or have had pleasure in love and those that haven't

or hadn't any pleasure in love, but just watched it with

Chapter One

So speaks cabana-attendant turned

Tennessee Hilliams' Sweet Bird of

Laura, Blanche, and Alma

envy, sick envy. The spectators and the performers (50).

are an aging film-hopeful turned gigolo, and an almost over-the-hil1

silver screen goddess. While these lines are, in their context, an

anbiguous analysis of hurnan nature, they al1ow an insight into the world

and characters of Tennessee Williams. In I.iilliarns' early plays the

people in this r¿orld is not

great difference between characters often is the difference between

those who have had "pleasure in love" and those who haven't. Many of

Williams' plays depict the opposition between these two character types,

11

personal-companion Chance Wayne in

the spectators

including The

Youth, a play r.¡hose central characters

Smoke, are characterized by

can be, performers, and those

and the performers. Williams' major works of the 1940's,

Glass Menagerie, A Streetcar Naned Desire, and Sumrner and

spectators. For example, we

Menagerie, between Blanche and Stanley in

and John in Summer and Smoke.

from this ro1e, despite the brief

Blanche v¡as once

the contrast betr.¡een characters who are, or

who are, or will be, passive, irnrnobile

see the contrast between Laura and Jim in

Laura is a spectator who cannot escape

intervention of the performer, Jim.

performer, but is nol¡ in the process of

Streetcar, and between Alma



disintegrating into a

place of refuge by

course of the action

perforner, while John undergoes the opposite transfornation. The early
p1ays, three of which will be discussed in detail in this chapter, are

based on Hilliams' vision of the tragic opposition between the

spectator, thwarted in her

the performer, Stanley. Alrna

of Summer and Smoke from

spectators and perforners as. character types. This opposition $¡as to
become central to most of Hilliams' plays.

excessively fragile and tender natures; all three fail to find ptoper

recipients to bestow this tenderness upon. They are ful1. of passionate

sensitivity, yet are thwarted fron receiving in return what they are

Laura, Blanche, and Alna share the common characteristic of

capable of giving. Lacking

float through meaningless, desperately unfulfilled 1ives. As Alna says

of herself, "Most of us have no choice but to read useless 1ivesl...to
go on enduring for the sake of endurance" (154).

attempts to find a

is transforrned in the

a spectator into a

Jin, stanley, and John belong in the unpoetic, somewhat crude,

world of action and performance. Hhile the spectators lead unfocused,

rootless lives, the performers are rooted in the earth of sensual,

T2

phys ical

a sense of purpose and worthfulness, they

singlemindedness and selfishness of purpose.

mil ieu in r.¡hich they can achieve a sense of accompl ishment . Arma

experience. Their strength comes fron an obstinate

The spectators suffer, as perpetual outsiders, fron the lack of a

Iaments in The Eccentricities

"The ones that could

transcendental J tenderness

school! Teach singing! Make a life out of little

of a N.ightingale for those like herself:

bring to narriage the sort of almost

that it ca11s for--wha t do they do? Teach

accornplishments" (15).
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Something to do with the "transcendental" nature of these characters

dooms them to lead lives of bleak unfulfillment. They lack, as Thomas P.

Adler describes it, "the validation that can only come from being

observed by an audience" (371); unlike the performers, the spectators

have no "stage". Having no validation of their own performance, r.rorth,

and reality, they exhibit a failure of ¡,¡i11, and often this culminates

in a failure of their rational faculties, and the dissolution of their

personalities into a mere rnirage or reflection of their former selves.

those outlined by Alma in Eccentricities. Half lost

Laura wingfield's accomplishnents will be even more trivial than

of glass ornaments and o1d phonograph

Menagerigl, she appears at the concLusion

remain permanently imprisoned in the farnily's cramped apartment under

the supervision of her tyrannically well-neaning mother, Amanda. As

"Portrait of a Girl in Glass", the title of the short story on which the

play I,Ias based, suggests, Laura is imprisoned "in 91ass." Hhen Laura

explains to Alnanda her prolonged absence from classes at Rubicam's

Business college, she tells her: "Lately I've been spending most of my

afternoons in the Jewel-box, that big glass house where they raise the

tropical flowers" (737). The "g1ass house" symbolizes the suffocating

entrapment Laura and her spectator counterparts live in. It represents

an enclosed world; in Laura's case it is like an enclosed garden. The

glass house symbolizes, as we11, the spectatcrs' sense of living ',in

records at the beginning of

of the play destined to

in a fantasy world

glass houses," having only fragile, brittle protection frorn the outside

world, and sensing the intruding eyes of

and watching thern. Like the relative positions of John, the doctor, and

Alma, the patient, in Surnmer and Smoke,

critical strangers examining

the spectator is vulnerably open
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for examination and critical inspection, naked before the eyes of the

all-knowing, al1-seeing physician. Similarly, in Menagerie, Jim takes

on the role of doctor/analyst and examines Laura's transparent f1aws,

while he remains invulnerable to critical inspection by her.

world, Yet it offers them inadequate protection from intrusion and

The glass effectively freezes the spectators off from the outside

inspection. Laura is trapped as

performance; she is only a watcher hiding behind billowing white

curtains. When Amanda prepares the tawdry apartment for the arrival of

"their" gentlernan caller, she hangs a new rose-si1k shade on the floor

lamp and a colored paper lantern to conceal the broken light fixture in

the ceilingj these features, like the shadows throi+n by the candelabrum

in the final scene, represent the "shades" the spectators wish to hide

behind. The attempt to draw curtains around the naked, tTansparent

glass self will be seen again when the same devices are used by Blanche

a spectator within the world of

in Streetcar

hopes will be

nouths, which

effectiveì.y entraps the spectators, yet they are not

wa11s.

to transform the home of Stella and Stanley into what she

a safe hideaway from the intruding eyes, and gossiping

have driven her out of Laurel. The glass house

A mirror appears on stage at the beginning of Scene VI of

Menagerie. The stage directions state: "Laura moves s1ow1y to the long

mirror and stares solemnly at herself. .She turns slowly before the

mirror with a troubled look" (758). Irn¡nediately afterward, Amanda

appears, wearing "a girlish frock of yellowed voile with a blue silk

sash" and recreates in a fu11-fledged performance "the legend of her

youth." The performance ends ¡.¿hen Amanda stops in front of the picture

protected by its
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of her ¡nissing husband, portrayed in a blown-up photograph taken in his

youth. All three props (tne mírror, the costume, and the portrait)

function in similar and complex ways. As Adler has discussed, the

presence of a nirror on stage "is alrnost a hallmark of the Modernist age

.Gazing into a mirror results in a doubling, a fragrnentation or

dissolution of personality into the reflection and the thing reflected

and the person doing the reflecting. .the mirror is the stage wherein

the character, as his or+n audience, sees himself" (363-4). Laura looks

into the mirror and appears to see herself as others see her, causing

the "tr.oubled look." Amanda dresses up and presents a mirror-image of

her past; the portrait on the wa11 presents another, disturbing mirror

of the past and its consequences for the present. Far frorn using her or.rn

costume-image as a reflection of the disparity betr.Jeen the past and the

present, Amanda uses it to recreate the illusion of the past. I{hen

Blanche finally loses her grip on herself in Scene Ten of Streetcar, she

dresses up in an old ball gown and gazes into a hand mirror. The

anguish Laura and Blanche feel when their mirrors fail to express what

should be there, or what they need to see for their own validation, is

central to their characterizations. The mirror is not a "stage" wherein

the spectators can "act."

Laura is fascinated by other types of reflection, specifically by

the reflected light given off by the collection of glass animals she

spends her time at home looking after. Narcissus-1ike, Laura bestows

her care and tenderness upon things which are incapable of anything but

reflection, thus doorning herself to a life of longing. As in the

Narcissus rnyth, the mirror's reflection does not validate, but fragments

the personality into a double image, and leads to the eventual agonized
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pond-mirror, is a reflection of Laura's se1f. As Narcissus casts

himself into his mirror, so Laura has "cast" herself ínto her

menagerie-mirror. she is ernotionally frozen in an internal, self-

reflective world. The symbolic glass house which entraps the spectators

has mirrored walls on the inside which reflect the self back in multiple

Erotesque and distorted images. As Laura magnifies her own physical

disability and exaggerates the reactions of others to it, so do Alma and

Blanche constantly sense and fear the mockery of others. The glass

house functions as a magnifying glass which they both feel themselves

under, and use to distort the outside world.

Laura's brother, Tom, is a divided character who escapes out of

Laura and Àmanda's glass house into the world of performance; yet, part

of him remains confined in the glass world. Tom is doomed to be divided

against hirnself: he lives the footloose, ca11ous1y-carefree life of his

telephone-rnan father, Tet is heartbroken by his own callousness. He

reveals his inner torment at the conclusion of the play:

The cities swept about ne like dead leaves, leaves that were

brightly colored but torn away frorn the branches. r would

have stopped, but r was pursued by something. rt always

came upon me unawares, taking me altogether by surprise.

Perhaps it was a familiar bit of nusic. perhaps it was only

a piece of transparent glass--perhaps r an walking along a

street at night, in sone strange city, before r have found

companions . r pass the l ighted r^¡indo¡,¿ of a shop where

perfurne is so1d. The window is fi11ed with pieces of

colored g1ass, tiny transparent bottles in delicate colors,

16
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like bits of shattered rainbow. Then all at once my sister

touches my shoulder. I turn around and look into her eyes

.0h, Laura, f tried to leave you behind me, but f am

faithful than I intended to be (783).

In order to become a performer, Tom must submerge the internal

linitations of guilt and sadness beneath a man-of-the world facade. He

is caught up partially in the world of glass and sel.f-reflection

hinself. He outlines, in his enphasis on *transparent bottles" and

"shattered rainbowsr" the central notifs of the spectator character in

this and nany subsequent plays. The bottles represent the

claustrophobic glass houses, and will symbolize, in later plays, the

bottles of alcohol which will obsess Blanche, Brick, and Alexandra de1

Lago, among others. The "shattered rainbow" is, of course, the

prismatic reflection of light' representing beauty, but also

fragmentation and refraction. The "shattered rainbow" is also a

shattered pronise or hope--"the long delayed but always expected

sornething that we live for" (Menagerie, 73I) destroyed or lost forever.

Laura's inability to act is imposed upon her both internally and

externally. She attempts to curtain herself from the outside wor1d, Iet

her rejection by the gentleman caller is a confirmation of the failure

of the objective world to validate her. She has been frozen out of

ordinary existence. Laura begins her waltz with Jim as if she llere

frozen; however, his inescapable charm melts her and she loosens her icy

stiffness. hrhen Laura's glass walls dissolve she is left exposed, and

far more vulnerable than she already is. It is the melting of the

glass, her fragile armor, which results in the tragedy of the play's

conclusion.
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Jim, like other performers, is too deternined to act and to

succeed to understand the emotional or social situation tf¡at tne

spectator is in. The performers can show no real compassion for the

spectators because they are blind to the nature of the transparent wa11s

which encircle them. The performers are unable to see how the

spectators can be able, and yet unable, to act, or how internal

limitations can be insurrnountable, as the onry limitations the

performers acknowledge are external ones. Jin, vaguely understanding

the shattering blow he has given Laura, offers her a Life saver. Though

kind and sympathetic, Jim represents ¡.¡hat Ton in his opening nonologue

describes as "the huge middl-e class of A¡nerica. . .matric,ulating in a

school for the blind" (730). Jin's Horatio Alger dream and the speech

he gives Laura, aptly described by Roger Stein as a ,'Dale Carnegie

version of the Sermon on the Mount" (I52), reveal his intellectual

banality. He says !¡ithout a touch of irony of the exhibition called the

"Century of Progress:" "What impressed me nost was the Hal1 of Science.

Gives an idea of what the future will be in A¡oerica, even more wonderful

than the present time ist," (769) The Great Depression seems not to have

danpened Jim's spirits, and unlike Ton he does not understand the

ominous portents of Guernica and the r.¡ar in Spain.

One cannot determine just how effective a performer Jim will be in

the long run, though Tom te11s us that since his triumphant march

through high schooì., "His speed had definitely slowed" (757). However,

Jim's lack of alrareness of the hollowness of the dream he holds dearest

a1lows him the confidence to act. As Lewis H. Laphan recently wrote of

Arnerican politicians; "rf they knew what they r,¡ere doing they would

find it impossible to act" (12). Conversely, because the spectators are
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always watching, not just others, but themselves, they are too conscious

to act. When they look at others all they see is tbe reflection of

their own feelings of inadequacy; everything reflects back to them what

they don't want to see, so they hide behind curtains, in a glass house,

in a glass menagerie, and later in bottles.

Jim is essentially unaware of the synbolic significance of the

breaking of the glass unicorn, the figure in the menagerie lrith srhich

Laura most closely identifies. Laura downplays the real tragedy of this

occurrence when she assures Jim, "Ir11 just irnagine he had an operation.

The horn was removed to nake him feel less--freakish!. . .Now he will

feel more at home with all the other horses, the ones that don't have

horns. ," (777). rt seems that in this context the unicorn is being

used as a sexual symbol, nore specifically as a symbol of Desire. rt

has been interpreted as a symbol of Christ by Gilbert Debusscher, yet

the unicorn more plausibly represents what the rose (another ostensibly

Christian symbol) does in The Rose Tattoo:

the Dionysian elernent in human 1ife, its mystery, its

beauty, its significance. . .it is the lyric as well as the

Bacchantic impulse, and although the goat is one of its

immemorial symbols, it must not be confused with mere

sexuality. The element is higher and nore distilled than

that. Its purest form is probably manifested by children

and birds in their rhapsodic moments of flight and play.

the limitless world of the dream. It is the rosa mystica

(Wi11iams, Playbi1l cast page).

is, to use Streetcar's terns, Desire, the opposite of Death.The unicorn
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Although Laura says that now the glass unicorn will be just like

all the other horses, it has essentially been robbed of its vital

life-force, or castrated--the "operation" she speaks of. Its dehorning

symbolizes Laura's loss of any chance from this point on to find a

suitable object for her desires, or to achieve the kind of fulfillnent

which would allow her to emerge as a human being ín her own right.

Benjamin Nelson has accused l.lilliams of failing to nake Laura into a

"whole" character (99), even though the point of the play seems to be

exactly this, that she will never attain the wholeness of a perfor¡ner.

frnposed chastity has been forced on Laura; like the unicorn of medieval

tapestries, she is tied to a leash and fenced in, guarded by the

"eternal virgin" Amanda. The male unicorn represents the passionate,

sensual side of Laura's character, which cannot be unfrozen or set free.

Tom concludes the play by saying "Blow out your candles, Laura. . ."

(783), and we envision Laura's own flame extinguished, snuffed out by

the unfortunate conclusion to the visit of the gentleman cal1er. ^As

Lester A. Beaurline writes, "The events rePresent Laura's pitiful

initiation rites; this is as close as she will ever come to the altar of

1ove, .The enpty cerenony is over" (149).

Tennyson's poem "The Lady of Shalott" tells the tragic story of

the ultimate female spectator. A curse has been laid upon the Lady,

with the result that she must never look upon the world except through

the reflection in her "bfue g1ass." She spends her time weaving the

sights she sees in her mirror into a "magic web." Ruby Cohn has

insightfully described Laura's menagerie as representing "animal drives

frozen into aesthetics" (101), and the Lady's "web" obviously functions

in a similar fashion. Enticed by the reflection of Sir Lancelot in the
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mirror, and by the music of his armor, the Lady leaves her weaving, and

her mirror, and dies.

fn terms of the poem's metaphors, the Lady of Shalott is "a song

that echoes," while Lancelot's music is the call of the bugle and the

clink of arnor. fn terms of light, the Knight and the Lady are

contrasted as "nirror blue" and ,,brazen greaves.,, The landscape is

bathed ín dazzring sunlight which turns the Knight's hehnet into a

"burning flarne, " while the Lady is identified with water 1ilies,

wil1ows, and the cool green and white of aspens. Using sinilar

metaphors, Williams said of Laura Young, a girl he once clained inspired

the writing of Menagerie, "she was sonething cool and green in a

sulpherous landscape" (Moor, 65). This is how Laura is characterized

against the world of "hot swing nusic and liquor, dance halls, bars and

rnovies, and sex that hung in the gloom like a chandelier. . .,' (751).

Yet inside, both Laura and the Lady have a fire that burns. "'!r arn half

sick of shadows,' said/ The Lady of Shalott" (71-72). Laura is

obviously sick of shadows, too, when she looks into her high school

yearbook and excitedly points out the picture of Jim 0'Connor to her

nother. Yet, when the shadows cone to life, neither Laura nor the Lady

are able to capture them. When the Lady of Shalott steps out of her

mirror, she withers, enticed by a world which glitters, flames, and

burns. Robed in snowy white she floats s1ow1y dor.¡n the green river in

her boat, like a water 1i1y, an image that will recur in relation to

both Blanche and Alma.

Jin, like Lancelot, unwittingly provokes the destruction of the

Lady who comes out of her glass to adrnire him, just as A1ma, dressed in

serene 1i1y white, is drar¡n by John into the physical r¡or1d only to be
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abandoned there by him. John leads Alma out of her "Puritanical ice"

during the anatomy lesson to tel1 her finally that it isn't the physical

side of her he wants, just as Jin has awakened Laura's rornantic, sensual

nature only to te11 her, "T wish that you were ny sister" (777). In

Streetcar, Stanley pu1ls Blanche off of her pedestal because he wishes

first to expose and then to destroy her sensual or sexual nature. The

performers are essentially. indifferent to the destruction that they

cause. Lancelot says of the dead Lady. rrrShe has a 1ove1y face; I Co¿

in his mercy lend her grace"' (169-170). Like Jin, he sees a physical

facade and misses the essence.

The spectators are not strong enough to F¡ithstand the onslaught of

the physical sorld so they ¡enain static, enclosed within the wal1s of

the fanily home. Jim kindly explains to Laura, "other people are not

such wonderful people. They're one hundred times one thousand. You're

one tines one! They walk all over the earth. You just stay here,'

(777-778). The performers "wa1k all over the earth" in a trampling

sense, while the spectators rernain incapable of ¡novement. Alma te11s

John, "I've lived next door to you all the days of ny life. . .", and

Blanche accuses Stella, "you left! I stayed. . .". The family home

functions as the Lady of Shalott's rnirror and castle tower does; it is a

prison, Tet it oííers prot.ection from the physical ¡¡orld.

rn !üi11iams' early one-act play "sornething unspoken" two widows

l-iVe O'jt their I i:r¡c +ii=t-h1T in t_ba lCleS Of SOciety matriarch, MisS

Cornelia scott, and her paid companion, Miss Grace Lancaster. Grace,

describing the gradual transformation of the two of them over a period

of years, delineates the differences between spectators and perforrners:
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--Both of us have turned grey!--But not the same kind of

grey. rn that velvet dressing gown you look like the

Emperor Tiberius!--fn his imperial toga!--Your hair and your

eyes are both the color of iron! lron grey. rnvincible

looking! People nearby al1 are somewhat--frightened of you.

They feer your force and admire you for it. They come to

you here for .opinions on this or that. . .f an__very__

different!--Also turning grey but my grey is different. Not

iron, like yours, not imperial, Cornelia, but greïr Ï€s,
grer, the--color of a cobweb. --sonething white getting

soiled, the grey of sornething forgotten,, (234_S),

After Laura, the character of the spectator will typify this cobr¿eb-1ike

image of someone becorning soiled and forgotten. Laura, being all g1ass,

is never soiled, nor completely forgotten. Little bits of shattered

rainbow remain as mernentos of her, just as they have for the girl with

the prisms upon whorn her character was based.2

Streetcar and Summer and Smoke contain fragile, tender characters in

different stages of becoming soiled and forgotten. Blanche, the most

complex of the early spectators, is a woman caught in an intense

conflict, not just between herself and the performer stanley, but

betr\'een the spectator and performer halves of herserf . she is

ultir¡i.;-,-=1y in coail.:,:t ;.'j-th the world of performance or ,'real is¡1,,, which

she attempts to deny, and ç¡hich will ultimately deny her an existence.

ste11a, rep::irnancling Stanley for his behavior towards Blanche,

telIs him: "You didn't know Blanche as a gir1. Nobody, nobody, was

tender and trusting as she was. But people like you abused her, and

forced her to change" (111). The change the spectators undergo is

However, both
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partly self-imposed, due to a fault in their self-conception or in their

strength of will. It is also imposed upon them by the iron force of the

performers, and the demands of performance itself. Like Sir Lancelot,

the performer is encased in armor and the world he exists in is a battle

of forces. The destruction of maidens trapped in glass towers by these

iron men and the world that contains then is the therne and action of

Menagerie, Sr:mmer

destruction is more purposeful and calculated than in the other p1ays.

Stanley is the only performer in these works to have a reason to harm

the spectator "naiden, " as Blanche and Stanley are caught in a conflict

over the affections of Ste11a, whom Blanche r¡ishes to lure away fron her

brutish husband, Stanley wins easily by shattering the mirror-image of

Blanche. He purposefully destroys the "Southern Be11e" persona which

Blanche has effectively lost in Laurel, but which she desperately needs

to recreate in New Orleans. Stel1a has ominously told Blanche:

"Stanley's always smashed things. ffiy, on our wedding night--soon as we

came in here--he snatched off one of my slippers and rushed about the

place snashing the lightbulbs with it" (0A7. Stanley has no problem

smashing his way through glass wa1ls, and Blanche, while starting out as

a reasonably effective opponent for Stanley, quickly loses ground

and Smoke, and Streetcar. fn Streetcar the

because she is forced to stand upon the mere illusion

no-longer-acted-upon ideals .

Blanche realizes, as Grace does, that she is becoming soiled

grey. She te11s Ste11a, "soft people have to shi¡nmer and gtow.

isn't enough to be soft. You've got to be soft and attractive.

I--f'm fading now!" (79) Blanche is conparing herself to someone

Laura, who shimmers and glows for a few moments in Menagerie, but

of her

and

.It

And

1 ike

r^¡ho
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will quickly fade. As Laura has identified with her glass unicorn,

Blanche identifies with the paper lantern she places over the bedroom

lightbulb. In both instances in the play where the lantern is torn off

the bu1b, she cries out as if she has been wounded. The lantern is

Blanche's curtain, but the bulb is her se1f. Lightbulbs "shimmer and

glowr" yet hers must be covered up, as Blanche feels the compulsive need

to hide the truth of the present behind a delicate image of romance and

exoticisn.

The division between the actual woman and the image Blanche

attempts to create slowly widens throughout the course of the p1ay. The

tenth scene of Streetcar could aptly be subtitled "The Mirror Cracks,"

as this is the point at which Blanche is no longer able to maintain the

distinction between her adopted persona and her tTue self. The scene

opens with Blanche dressed up in an old ball gown, recreating and

reliving the happy days of her youth at Be11e Reve. She calls out to

her inagined conpanions¡ "How about taking a swim, a moonlight swim at

the old rock-quarry?. . .Best way in the world to stop your head

buzzing! 0n1y you've got to be careful to dive where the deep pool

is--if you hit a rock you don't come up ti11 tonorrow. . ." (I22),

Then, as the stage directions state, Blanche "1ifts the hand rnirror for

a closer inspection. She catches her breath and slans the mirror face

down with such violence that the glass cracks" (r22). The breaking of

the nirror is analogous to diving into the pool and hitting a rock.

Blanche doesn't come out of the pool of the nirror "alive." At this

point in the play a crack between the actual and the imagined is formed

in Blanche's mind, and quickly widens. The subsequent stage direction

reads: "Stanley appears. ." (722)



Tennyson describes an analogy of Blanche's situation

Shalott":of

She saw the water 1i1y bloom,

She saw the helmet and the plume,

She looked down to Camelot

Out flew the web and floated wide;

The mirror cracked from side to side;

"The curse is come upon mer" cried

The Lady of Shalott (111-117).

Blanche's Camelot is Be11e Reve, which symbolizes

family home, the "beautiful dream" of the past, and the dream of being a

"belle." Camelot is a dream of gentility, action, and beauty. Yet, the

"rea1" Camelot, the one Lancelot represents, is hard and du11, like

Blanche's real "knights," Mitch and Stanley. She is the water 1i1y, who

wants to float on the rock quarry poo1, who floats constantl-y in her
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in "The Lady

narcissistic

knight, dressed

Camelot--Be11e

ambiguous words

Þ¡ith death, the

something that

pool of bathwater. Stanley is the armored, "p1umed"

in a satin bowling shirt and later in silk pajamas.

Reve--has been Blanche's curse in the rnany things the

wrong era. These elements of Blanche's Camelot lead to her undoing. fn

the cracking of the mirror, the woman and the drearn separate.

bel1e reve stand for: the farnily home filled finally

simultaneously the

"beautiful dream" ("the long delayed but always expected

we live for"), the curse of being born a "be11e" in the

act, she is not sure what she sees. After she is assaulted by Stanley

in Scene Ten, the division in her is complete; the image has separated

itself from the actual person and has taken on a life of its own, From

When Blanche looks into the already-cracked mirror in the final
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this point on the "rea1" Blanche will exist interchangeably with the

ephemeral nirror-image. Her self at tirnes becomes a spectator of the

false image in the mirror, as the illusion itself becornes an ineffectual

performer who performs in the realm of the insane. The illusion-self

alternates with the real person in the final scene.

r disagree v¡ith critics who claim, as Ruby cohn does, that "rn the

last scene, Blanche is blind to the reality of her situation" (105). Tt

appears rather that Blanche alternates between a realization of her

actual situation and regressions into fantasy when this realization

becomes unbearable. Cohn more aptly describes the situation when she

writes of Blanche, "I.Ie are not quite sure whether her story of shep

Huntleigh is an illusion or a brave front against stanley" (104), as it

is the tension between her real illusions and her conscious creations of

illusion which forms the cornplexity in Blanche's character. This

tension is heightened in the final scene when Blanche cannot control the

conscious creation, though she is capable of noments of lucidity and

awareness.

In the final scene, Blanche fantasizes about spending the rest of

her life adrift at sea. She dreams of beconing a water 1ily rather than

Blanche Dubois, the li1y of the woods. she fantasizes of her death,

caused by eating an "uni,Jashed grape, " and imagines: "r'11 be buried at

sea sewn up in a clean white sack and dropped overboard--at noon--in the

blaze of summer--and into an ocean blue as my first lover's eyes!" (136)

I,le see here the image echoing again of "something cool and green in a

sulpherous landscape:" the white shroud in a the blaze of summer

dropped into the blue-green sea. But the sea is specifically the pool

of the loved-one's eyes. Narcissus-1ike, Blanche wishes to be cast into
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is his own eyes

self-reflection results in

divides the character of

the eyes.3

watching

an ideal which she tries to create for people, rather than as an actual

person. To throw yourself into the mirror is to kill yourself; however,

it is also an attempt to integrate the real with the inage. In death

Blanche will become whole; the irnage in the nirror will integrate with

the actual woman--thus her fantasy of death

"He was in the quicksands and clutching at me--but I wasn't

holding hin out, r was slipping in with him! r didn't know that" (0s7,

Blanche tel1s Mitcrr about her late husband, The quicksands of

immobility which will be explored in later plays catch Blanche in their

trap at her unfortunate marriage. The seventeen-year-old A11en appears

in mirror-image throughout the p1ay, each time as another quicksand

trap. He is rnirrored by the seventeen-year-o1d boy Blanche gets mixed

up with in Laurel, her final undoing in the town, and then by the

newsboy who appears one rainy afternoon at the apartment in New

Orleans .4 These traps catch at Blanche, who nor^r, as John T. von

szeliski has pointed out, needs to keep moving in order to survive in

her delusions (210). An alternative to novement now that she has

reached a dead end in Stella and Stanley's apartment is to dissolve into

the mirror of the happy past. soaking in her hot tubs, floating on her

pond, is for her a Hay of looking into the poo1, of tranquillizing

herself, of compensating for the tensions of inmobility. Fina1ly,

when she has nowhere to go, and when no rnovement is possible for her,

Blanche dissolves into her pond-mirror. Unlike Amanda and Ste11a, Laura

hrhat Narcissus sees

himself, and this

a tragic division.

Blanche, until she sees herself as an image of
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at the bottom of the pool

total introspection and

Looking into the nirror



and Blanche cannot successful

Hhile Amanda can live in the

Stella can mask the fact that

solution" (Kazan, 25) with the illusion of "sexual fulfillment" or

"1over" the integrity of the spectators forbids them this escape; they,

therefore, can only withdraw into their mirrors.
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ly tranquilize their pain with an i11usion,

illusion that the past still exists, and

she has "sold herself out for a temporary

about characters seeing themselves in the mirrors of others'eyes, or as

mirror-images of others, or in the mirrors of inanimate things. The

play centers around A1ma, a proper minister's daughter, who must

confront a double within herself, as well as one outside of herself.

Surnmer and Smoke is

John is the boy, and then man, Alrna has loved since she was a child; he

represents, as well, another síde of herself. At the beginning of the

a play alnost exclusively about mirror images,

play he is the rebel

daughter--the shadow "in

emotíona1 young woman forced to act the circurnspect rol-es of parsonage

hostess and model Christian daughter.

appears as a shadow behind the curtains late into the night, as she

watches the active life that John leads. The internal world of the

parsonage is in sharp contrast with the external, physical life of the

neighbor-boy John.

angel hidíng inside the respectable parson's

the shadow of the church. "

The shadow which exists at night and lurks at the curtains, and

runs to the doctor's office because of heart palpitations, is the other

side of the proper, rather rigid, daytime Alrna. Forced into the role of

spectator by her family situation, Alma appears throughout nost of the

play to be on the brink of fallíng apart from the strain of her

repression. Not just sick of shador¡s, but also in a state of conflict

Another side to her character

Alma is an
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with her or+n shadow, Ahna rnust endure the ruthlessly accurate taunts of

John and her nother. John becones nore and more obsessed with the

physical aspects of life throughout the course of the play, until the

death of his father, the point at lrhich he reaches the brink of conplete

moral and physical dissolution. He, too, is divided in lieht and

shadow; a physician by day, John turns into a bohenian ganbler by night'.

The resolution of the play involves a transfor¡nation of both Alna and

John. She becones a perforner in the sense that John has been one,

while John adnits his o!¡n fear of the "flame mistaken for ice" and

settles for a circumspect, respectable 1ife. Tragically, Alma and John

move from their respective roles as spectator and performet into limited

versions of what the opposite role represents. They becone imitators of

what they think the other person has represented, and thereby merely

exchange one form of limitation for another.

The tragedy of the play's conclusion is that the tables turn for

Alma and John in a way which prevents the two opposites from ever

neeting. The spectator and the performer should be united, yet they

merely exchange positions, leaving each in a state of unfulfillment and

incompletion. Alma asks John in their final scene together:

didn't it happen between us? hthy did T fail? I{hy did you come almost

close enough--and no closer?" (245) As Alma correctly surmises, they

have failed to resolve the conflict which has existed between them. At

this point Alma is on the verge of integrating the spectator and

performer elernents of her self. We see a realization of the latent

strength in her character, and yet John at this crucial rnoment of the

play, backs away from her.

"why
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Alma and John's opening exchange in Scene Eleven indicates the

alteration that each of the¡n has undergone since they last net:

Akna: rt's rather late to tell you how happy r am, and also how

proud. f alnost feel as your father might have felt--if ..,
And--are you--happy now, John?

John: r've settled with Life on fairly acceptable terms. rsnrt

that all a reasonable person can ask for?

Alna: He can ask for nuch more than that. He can ask for the

coming true of his rnost inprobable dreams.

John: It's best not to ask for too nuch.

Alma: r disagree with you. r say, ask for all, but be prepared to

get nothing! (240-24I)

He see ín this exchange Afuna, in her plumed hat, playing the cavalier

knight, John the stay-at-home naiden. John for the first time is

incapable of easy grace and captivating charm. Alma's replies to John

suggest the redemptive po!¡er she has received through her acceptance of

the performer within her. Not only is Alma able to accept the ,'other"

in herserf, but she is able to accept the possibility of failure in a

way in which John now cannot.

Alma reveals an understanding of what has happened to her which is

in contrast to John's evasiveness in this scene. She tel1s hin with

startling franhness:

ï've thought many times of something you told ne last

sunmer, that ï have a Doppelganger. f looked that up and

found that it means another person inside me, another se1f,

and f don't know whether to thank you or not for making me

conscious of it!--f haven't been we11. . .For a while I
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thought I was dying, that that was the change that was

coming. .But now the Gulf wind has blown that feeling away

like a cloud of snoke, and f know that f'm not dying, that

it isn't going to be that simple. .(24I).

The dignity of Alna comes out fu1ly in this scene. She reveals herself

nakedly in this speech, as she no longer hides behind curtains or in the

strained "be1le" persona 
1"0 

mannerisms she once adopted. John ,s

reply¡ "Have you been worried about your heart again?", is an obvious

evasion ' John is beginning to hide behind the curtains of his

profession, and he demonstrates discomfort with Alma's frank honesty

throughout this scene. John hides behind his professional manner, as

Alma has formerly hidden behind her role as parson's daughter,

If John has come to some understanding of his interior se1f, then

he, more so than Alma, should be the character who can articulate an

understanding of his metamorphosis. Yet, his former exaltation of the

pov¡er and necessity of the physical aspects of life revealed in the

anatoury chart, which won Alma over in its eloquence and passion, is

reduced to his new interpretation of what the chart reveals. He now

explains:

ft shows that we're not a package of rose leaves, that every

interior inch of us is taken up with something ugly and

functional and no room seens to be left for anything else in

there. . .But I've come around to your way of thinking, that

sornething else is in there, an immaterial something--as thin

as smoke--which all of those ugly machines combine to

produce and that's there whole reason for being. It can't
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be seen so it can't be shown on the chart. But, it,s there,

just the same, and knowing its there--why, then the whole

thing--this--this unfathornable experience of ours--takes on

a new value, like sone--some wi1d1y romantic l.¡ork in a

laboratory! Don't you see? (244)

Ïn this speech, John is vague, and his revelation somewhat uninspiring.

His description of the "soul" as something "as thin as smoke,' appears

incorrect in the context of the play. rt was the sensual side of Alma

that sat at the window at night which was shadowy and ephemeral. What

Al¡na claims has "blown away. .like a cloud of smoke" is the intirnation

of death. John's discovery appears to be

mortality; his narriage to the young Ne11ie, like Blanche's flirtations

r¿ith teenagers, is an attempt to restore his lost youth. John takes

over not Alma's strength of character and faith, but incorporates her

shadow-seì-f, the part of her that lurked at windows in the night and was

terrified by the intimations of nortality. John has rejected not just

his old ideals, but AIma's o1d ones as we1l, settling merely for "life

on fairly acceptable terms." Although John says that he has been

redeeming hi¡nse1f with good works (2a0), the redemption results in no

exultation. His description of life as "sone wildly romantic work in a

laboratory" is both reductive and ominous.

John, having turned the tables with Ahna, should be the character

who ascends in status, lel John's ascension is purely in the external

world; internally he has come down a long way from his confident,

charming, and eloquent former self, A1ma, who should be coming dor,m off

her pedestal by discovering her physical se1f, has matured frorn the

hysterical, claustrophobic girl who was trapped within the parsonage

realization of his ot.rn
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wa1ls. Alma's eloquence, and the grace and dignity which she reveals

throughout the final three acts, show that her character has indeed been

tempered by fire. Alma understands her situation in a way which Laura

cannot, and views herself with a lack of self-pity which Blanche can

never master. Alna te1ls John: "the girl who said 'no', she doesn't

exist anymore. She died last surnmer, suffocated in smoke from sonething

on fire inside her" (243). It is Alma's shado$¡-self, the mirror irnage,

who has died. The part of her that "r¡atched" at the window has been

overwhelmed by the perforrner in her. She can now scathingly castigate

John, whose weakness and vacillation become more and more apparent to

her throughout the scene.

Alna takes on a stTength and vitality which John now 1acks. John,

the hero turned cynic, backs off from the fla¡ne that he has come to

realize Alna embodies. By realizing that it wasn't the physical Alma

that he wanted, John casts an ambiguous light on his present situation.

He backs off from the physical now, but is about to marry the childish,

but apparently over-sexed, Nel1ie. John's final action in the play is

to allow Alna a dignified exit from Scene Eleven; yet this action

results in Nellie's p1ea, "Johnny, let go of me, Johnny! You're hugging

me so tight I can't breathe!" (249) This plea sugEests an orninous

claustrophobía descending over the engaged couple.

Despite Alma's new strength, the ending of the play seens tragic

for her. Her reaction to Nel1ie's solitaire, which mirrors her own

ring, almost certainly foreshadows her own status as an eternal

solitaire. Her request for rnore "1itt1e white tablets" (24I), and the

enphasis placed on the pil1s again at the concfusion to Scene El-even

when John reminds her, "Don't leave without your prescription", suggests
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Itcr
a narcotized state will begin to envelop 4Jø. At the fountain where

Alma once told John of gothic cathedrals reaching to the sky, she nolr

tel1s The Young Man of her tablets: "The prescription number is 96814.

I think of it as the telephone number of God!" (254)

play is about the destruction of ideals. All that John and Alma learn

from each other is "be prepared to get nothing." fn the final scene

Alma engages in a sexual flirtation with a young man, a game which is

devoid of real passion and in r+hich she is a narcotized participant.

Alma has walked away from her shadows, yet her new life contains an

alternative forn of entrapment.

l'iil1ia¡ns implies that Surnmer and Smoke is conventional and rnelodramatic,

and he states his preference for the new version of the play. However,

Eccentricities is in many ways a less effective p1ay, which lacks much

of the dramatic tension of Summer and Smoke. Critics such as Nelson and

Cohn have castigated summer and Snoke for being simplistic and for

containing one-dirnensional characters, seeming to pick up on and amplify

the author's own criticisms. Even writers ¡,¡ho are not overtly critical

of the play, such as Jack Brooking, ascribe to it a simplistic theme.

Brooking in "Directing Summer and Smoke: An Existentialist Approach"

states: "Alma and John's basic action is a search for'balance'and the

play's thene can be stated as, 'Existentialist balance is essential for

personal freedom and fulfi1lrnent"' (381). This interpretation leads

Brooking to a narrow understanding of the play's conclusion, of r¡hich he

writes:

fn the "Author's Note" to The Eccentricities of a Nightineale

Ultimately, the

Both [A1ma and John] have achieved a sense of freedom by

final curtain. Both are relaxed, sure of who they are

the

and
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when she says, 'I know f'rn not going to die--it isn't going

to be that easy ! ' John's achievement of balance is more

passive, but no less complete. He states, 'f've settled

with life on fairly acceptable terms. fsn't that all a

reasonable person can ask fot?' (382)

As I hope I have shor^rn, the ending to Summer and Smoke is not a "happy"

one, for, by the

a flawed freedom.

Summer and

characters, nor

complexities of

characters. The

conclusion, the central characters have achieved only

attainment and 1oss, reflects the irreconcilable conflict

Smoke appears

spectator and performer

a s impl istic p1ot,
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sophisticated play on doubles which occurs throughout the play--with

the spectator and performer aspects within the two main

Alma seeing mirror images of herself in the fountain's statue, in the

ending, v¡ith its arnbiguity, its sense of both

anatomy chart, in John,

"I am learning to talk

to have

for

salesman who te11s her, "ft's my first job and f'm scared of not making

Bood" (254). The constant mirroring and confusion of symbolism, with

neither one-dimensional

the play explores the

John and Alma representing Performer and Spectator, Body and Sou1,

halves of the individual

Anarchy and Order, Cupiditas

results not in simplicity, but in confusion and complexity, reflecting

the confusion and cornplexity of experience and reaction to experience.

in Rosa Gonzales, in Ne11ie when she te11s A1ma,

like you, " and

between the

There is a

then in the

and Charitas, Rationalism and Faith,

young travelling
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The ending of Sumner and Smoke is balanced between gaiety and

despair. When Alna tells Arehie that Þloon Lake Casino is "Gay, very

gay, Hr. Kranerr" her cavalier attitude is reminiscent of the Alma of

the short story "The YelLow Bird" who "kicked over the traces and junped

right back to the pluned-hat cavaLiers" (237), ending her days as "a

character in the old French Quarter of New Orleans. " Yet the Alna of

the play is too ideal for the audience not to perceive it as a terrible

loss for her to enter into a life of r'little mercies." Alma's father

comments on John's cOmpletion of his father's trorkr saying: "after

years of devotion and sacrifice soneone young and lucky walks off with

the honours." Sinilarly, young and lucky Nellie walks off lrith the

partner that seems to rightfully belong to Alna. But John's wedding is

also a balance between gaiety and despair. As Ne1lie describes it, it

wiLl be held on "the first Sunday in spring, which is Palm Sunday."

In my title to this chapter I refer to Laura, Blanche, and Alma as

,,a song that echoes. " l{hile this is neant to point to their connection

v¡ith Tennyson's Lady of Shalott, it also makes reference to Echo, the

nymph who fel1 in love with Narcissusi rejected by him she faded into a

nere echo. Similarly, the female spectators fa1l in love with and are

rejected by unattainable nen, eventually dissolving away into something

less than their former selves. At the conclusions to these plays the

female spectators end up living only half-1ives, limited by their

nethods of escape. Âlma says near the conclusion to Summer and Smoke,

,,I feel like a water 1i1y on a Chinese 1agoon." Like Laura and Blanche

she is seeking an artificial tranquillity which becomes a

tranquilization and a form of dissolution. The dileruna of the female
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the 91 it tering

than it appears.

imperative

landscape

of leaving the

(Desire), which
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world of shadows (Death) for

is harder and less beautiful



lR"f"r".r""" will be to what has been designated as the "reading"

version of the p1ay, copyrighted in 1945 and ¡¡hich differs slightly fron

the "acting" version copyrighted in 1948. Janes L. Rowland in

"Tennessee's Two Anandas" Research Studies (35) 4, Dec. 1967 ' 331-340'

andLesterA.Beaur1ine,,.,ffi,":FromStorytoP1ay,,
Modern llrama 8, Sept. 1965, I42-L49' arBue in favor of the superioríty

of the acting versioni however, as copies of this version are difficult

to obtain, it seened wisest to discuss the version most conmonly read,

as the differences between the two texts are irrelevant to the

discussion.

2Pau1 Moor quotes Willians in "A Mississippian Named Tennessee,"

Harper's, July 1948, 65, as saying:

f remember a lady named Laura Young...She was something cool

and green in a sulpherous landscape. But there was

something the matter with her and for that reason we called

upon her more frequently than anyone e1se. She loved me. I

adored her. She lived in a white house near an orchard and

in an arch between two rooms there were hung some pendants

of glass that were a thousand colors. "That is a prism",

she said. She lifted me and told ne to shake then. tr^lhen f

did they made a delicate nusic.

This prism became a p1ay.

3tr¡h"., f refer to Laura and Blanche as Narcissus-1ike, I don't

mean that they are narcissistic in the conventional sense of the word,

but that they are like Narcissus in their tragic desire for the

unattainable.

Endnotes
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-For his discussion of the newsboy scene in Streetcar I am

indebted to Bert Cardullo's article "Williams' A Streetcar Named Desire"

Explicator 43 (2), I,linter 1985, 44-45.



Chapter Two

Hatching the Parades Go By: Brick and Chance

So what are we going to do with the rest of our lives? Stay

at home and watch the parades go by? Amuse ourselves with

the glass menagerie, darling?. . .I'lhat is there lef t but

dependency all our lives? (Mena8erie, 737)

When the spectators reach the dead end r.¡hich results in enforced

immobility, there is nothing left for them to do but, as Amanda puts it,

"watch the parades go by." The spectator's vision of time is distorted

by his static entrapment. Time itself become something which inspires

horror, like Alma's description of eternity: "something that goes on

and on when life and death and time and everything else is all through

with, .ft's what people's souls live in when they have left their

bodies" (Sunmer and Smoke, 130), or like John's description of Alrna's

existence: "One day will come after another and one night will come

after another ti11 sooner or later the sumaer will be all through with

and then it will be fa11, and you will be saying, I don't see how f'm

going to get through the fal1" (182). The spectators in Cat on a Hot

Tin Roof and Sweet Bird of Youth express a sense of horror at the

passage of tine. Once the brightness of their youth is over they

undergo a figurative death. Their souls Bo on and on even though a part

of them has died; they then either give up any attempt to keep up with

the parade quickly passing them by, like Brick, or desperately attempt

to rnaintain the illusion of forward movernent despite evidence to the

contrary, like Chance.

47



It is Chance's frantic vision

grotesquely scramble and crawl throughout

attenpt to keep up with the world he sees

explains to the Princess:

In a life like mine, Tou just can't stop, you know, can't

take tirne out between steps, Iou've got to keep going right

on up from one thing to the other, once you drop out' it

leaves you and goes on without you and you're washed up

. . I'n talking about the parade. THE parade. The

parade. The boys that go places that's the parade I'm

talkin8 about, not a parade of swabbies on a net deck (48).

Chance's desperation results frorn his refusal to accept the fact that

the parade has passed him by, while Brick's detachment results from his

desire to be left behind. Brick describes his situation to Big Daddy,

explaining Hhy he has been unable to continue his career as a sports

announcer !

of time which

the course of
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leads him to

Sweet Bird in an

passing him by. As Chance

Sit in a glass box watching games f can't play? Describing

what I can't do while other players do it? Sweating out

their disgust and confusion in contests I'n not fit for?

Drinkin' a coke, half bourbon, so f can stand it?. . .tirne

just outran me, Big Daddy--got there first. . ." (97).

While Chance refuses to accept the life of dependency which is all that

is available after the parade passes by, Brick is more than willing to

accept dependency as an alternative to novement.

Amanda spoke of financial dependency in the lines quoted at the

beginning of this chapter, but other forms of dependency become

associated with the spectator character after Menagerie. Blanche's
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desire for alcohol and Alrna's "1itt1e white pi11s" represent other

nethods of escape which the spectators develop in order to rninimize the

frustrations of immobility. Brick is willíng to shut life out in favor

of the consolation of alcohol. The image of the perfune shop fu1l of

"tiny transparent bottles in delicate colors" which reminds To¡n of Laura

at the conclusion to Menagerie, is transformed in Cat into a collection

of liquor bottles. The design notes for Cat specify that a prominent

feature of the set should be ¡

a huge console combination of radio-phonograph. . .TV set

and 1íquor cabinet, bearing and containing many glasses and

bottles, all in one piece, which is a composition of muted

silver tones, and the opalescent tones of reflecting 91ass,

a chrornatic 1ink, this thing, between the sepia (tawny gold)

tones of the interior and the cool (white and blue) tones of

the gallery and sky (xiv).

The interior set, Brick and Maggie's bedroom, Tepresents the world of

performance. hlhile the grotesque Pollitt family parade is always trying

to force its way into this room, Brick constantly attempts to escape out

of it to the silvery spectator world of the ga11ery. Brick's dependence

on alcohol is symbolic of his desire to escape frorn the fecund, rather

vulgar, world of performance into the coo1, pure, and watery land of the

spectators.

I{hat Williams refers to as Brick's "tragic elegance" is

highlighted by the desperate nature of the performances which surround

him, Everyone except for Brick is frantically struggling for sornething:

Big Daddy for 1ife, Big }lomma for 1ove, Maggie for a future, and Mae and

Gooper for a plantation. Brick, on the other hand, explains:
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f'm sorry, Big Daddy. My head don't work any more and it's

hard for me to understand how anybody could care if he lived

or died or was dying or cared about anything but whether or

not there was liquor left in the bottle and so I said what f

said without thinking. fn some ways I'n no better than the

others, in some ways worse because I'n less alive. Maybe

it's being alive that makes then lie, and being almost not

alive rnakes me sort of accidentally truthful-- (111-112).

In the course of the play it turns out to be the burlesque perforrners

who are "accidentally truthfulr" and not the detached Brick, whose

abstractions cause him to consistently evade the truth. Brick searches

for a "mechanical c1ick" which arrives after a suitable amount of

alcohol has been consumed and brings hi¡n the peace he desires. The

liquid nature of his obssession further separates hin frorn the concrete

and earth-bound performers.

Brick's metaphor of sitting "in a glass box watching garnes I can't

p1ay" reveals that, as in previous plays, the spectator is shut out of

the world of physical performance. Brick is trapped in the slow

suffocation of the glass world, as he has run there in an attempt to

protect hirnself from the knowledge that the death of his college pa1

Skipper taught him, Desire having taught him its horrible lesson, that

the other side is Death, Brick tries to protect himself from it with his

glass wa1ls. Hhile the glass box offers Brick some protection from his

increasingly desperate wife, Maggie, his father, Big Daddy, has no

trouble getting through to Brick, Big Daddy, the consunmate performer,

te11s Brick¡

--Poundin' , snashin' , drivin' !

"411 my life I been like a doubled up fist.

, (7 6). Having 1 ived a 1 ife of
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"poundin"' and "smashin'," Big Daddy has no difficulty exposing and

shattering Brick's narcissistic mirror. A literal glass is snashed in

the middle of their encounter in Act Two. The stage directions state:

"Brick wheels on his crutch and hurls his glass across the room shouting

. .Brick is transforrned, as if a euiet mountain blew suddenly up in

volcanic flame" (101). The splintering of the glass symbolically causes

a crack in Briek's facade which al1ows his sublinated emotions to

escape. What Brick has tried to conceal in his glass box is the

knowledge of hinself that his final conversation with Skipper taught

him: the depth of his narcissism in its multiple facets--homosexuality,

self-involvement, and the obsessive desire for the unattainable.

The liquor cabinet functions for Brick as the menagerie has for

Laura. It is an escape fron the world of performance, a reflection of

the se1f, and a symbol of frozen desire. Laura never left her "b1ue

mÍrrorr" but the spectators who leave the crystal tower undergo a slow

dissolution, ending up f loating doi,m the river in a boat that's taking

them nowhere. The handsone, god-1ike Brick's brand of bourbon is

ironically named Echo Spring, representing another rnanifestation of the

narcissistic mirror-pond. Not only Brick, but his wife Margaret is

caught up in the obsession with his narcissistíc reflection, just as

Skipper fatally was. Maggie tells Brick, explaining why she can't be

unfaithful to hin: "f can't see a man but you! Even l¡ith ny eyes

closed, I just see you! Hhy don't you get ugly, Brick, why don't you

please Bet fat or ugly or sornething so f could stand it?" (24) fn this

speech Maggie reveals the depth of her entanglement in the fascination

of physical reflection. Maggie's desire for the unattainable hero's

shell leads her to join him in his glass box. "f'n not living with you.
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We occupy the same cage" (19), she exclaims to Brick. Later, she cries,

"I.JHY!--Am f so catty?--Cause f 'm consumed $¡ith envy an' eaten up with

lon6ing!-- (22), Her image of herself as "a cat on a hot tin roof" is

an image of static endurance, as Maggie admits to Brick that she is

unable to "jurnp off the roof" (23),

At one point in the first act Maggie identifies herself with Diana

the noon-goddess. Hhen Mae brings the bow of a bow and arrow set into

Brick and Maggie's room, Maggie explains:

Why Sister lloman--that's my Diana Trophy. Won it at the

intercollegiate archery contest on the 01e Miss

campus. --Brick and I stil1 have our special archer's

license. We're going deer hunting on Moon Lake as soon as

the season starts. I love to run with the dogs through

chilly woods, run' run' leap over obstructions-- (20).

Maggie is rnakíng an ironic association between herself and the goddess

of chastity in this speech, but she is also identifying herself with the

ancient White Goddess of the moon, who as Robert Graves has noted,

"demanded that nan should pay l^Ioman spiritual and sexual homage" (11).

Brick, as Diana's hunting companion, is a symbolic Adonis, the beautiful

lover gored in the genitals who dies an untimely death. As cornpanion to

the White Goddess he must pay homage to her, thus his forced sexual act

with Maggie at the conclusion to the play, of which Bernard F. Dukore

has written: "Brick exercises virility, but in doing so he is

emasculated; Maggie takes the initiative and leads him around like a

child, dangling the key to the liquor cabinet before him as she leads

hin to bed" (100). In either case the association with the moon-goddess

results in a sexual wound whích cannot be healed.
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Brick makes repeated references to the moon in the final act of

the p1ay, and his attempted escapes frorn the performance stage to the

gallery are identified as attenpts to escape to the moon. As passive,

reflective satellite, the moon is a fitting netaphor for Brick; it both

gazes down frorn an unreachable height, and is a reflective facade.

Brick's withering gaze greatly disturbs Maggie when she catches sight of

it in the dresser nirror in Act One:

Margaret: IShe catches sight of hin in the mirror, gasps

Brick

slight1y, wheels about to face him. Count ten.]

The way y' were lookin' at me just now, befo' I caught

your eye in the mirror and you started t'whistle! (11)

The entrapment of Maggie, who claims to be a performer, is revealed in

this action. fn the above interaction Maggie can see in the mirror what

she is incapable of seeing face to face--Brick's withering deadness.

The nirror's refl-ection, in its two-dimensional flatness and projection

--hrhy are you looking at me like that?

IWnistting softly, now]:

Margaret I intensely, fearfully]:

Like what, Maggie?

of

self-revelation i yet, Maggie attempts later in this scene to seek her

or¡n identity in the mirror (32), It is indicative of her obsession with

physical facades that even after what we can only assume is a failed

attempt to define her identity in the mirror, Maggie tries to.explain to

Brick how others see her by making him look at her inage in the mirror

(33) . This attempt to illuminate Brick fai1s. Maggie wishes to show

Brick her sexual warmth and the I^¡arrnth she arouses in other men, but the

i11usion, is a pitiful venue for revelation, especially
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cool surface of the mirror is an unsuitable medium for the transmission

of this knowledge. Hhile Maggie in the opening act tries to represent

herself as the performer who can counterpoint Brick's spectator apathy,

her potential as a performer is limited by the fact that she is in

thra11 to his reflection, and obsessed by physical facades. Maggie is

thus drowning with Brick in Echo Spring

A discussj-on of Cat is complicated by the existence of two

published versions of the play. The "original" version of the third

act, and the "Broadway" version inspired by Elia Kazan, depict

contradictory endings to the p1ay. fn the original version, Brick

continues his dissolution into immobility and self-reflection. The play

concludes with Brick repeating a line of Big Daddy's, "Wouldn't it be

funny if that were true. " Both spectator son and performer father

remain to the end of the play incapable of receiving or giving 1ove.

True to his behavior in ^Act One, Brick refuses to wi11ingIy perform his

part in Maggie's scheme to have a child and take over Big Daddy's

plantation. The play ends with Brick's virtual rape by Maggie, while

Big Daddy ends his performance howling with rage at the spectre of

death, refusing to "go gentle into that good night." Brick and Big

Daddy remain polarized, neither one redeemed or rnitigated by the other.

The impasse of the play's ending acknowledges the depth of the gulf

between the spectator and the performer--one merely watching the parade

go by, the other desperately wanting to remain at the head of it,

feverishLy trying to outrace time.

In the Broadway version of the play Brick becomes a reluctant

performer, being brought back into the parade by the redemptive nature

of his revelation to BiE Daddy and by the life and vitality of Maggie.



Big Daddy, conversely, wi11ingly gives up his life of

"smashin'" and learns "to touch things real gentle." Brick wi1l, it is

assumed, take over the performance that Big Daddy, noi^¡ a spectator, has

let go of. The return of Big Daddy in the third act results in the

further development of his character through speeches which reveal Big

Daddy's ability to finally transcend the limitations of performance when

faced with death. Big Daddy goes off not cursing the dark, but

accepting the inevitable movement of time with grace, and hoping to pass

on his life's work to Maggie's pronised child. He develops a generosity

and even tenderness of spirit, taking on the best of the spectator

attributes, while transcending the selfishness and vulgarity of the

performer. He is able to let the parade pass hin by as an act of

heroism, rather than defeat.

The redemption of Brick in the Broadway version appears

incongruous in terms of the symbolism of the earlier acts of the p1ay.

It is also awkward in terms of what it rneans to v¡ant to be a spectator,
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"poundin "' and

to 1ive, as Big Daddy says, on "the other side of the moon, death's

country, son" (104). the breaking of the glass which Big Daddy brings

about should not result in any redenption or integration, but 1Íke

Bl-anche's shattered mirror, should further the disintegration of Brick.

Brick cannot bear to have his mirror-irnage shattered; his ideal

friendship nust remain on the moon in its pristine, chaste state.

Brought down to earth by Maggie and Big Daddy it becomes a deeper wound.

As Maggie explains it to Brick:

It v¡as one of those beautiful, ideal things they te1l about

in the Greek legends, it couldn't be anything elser you

being you, and that's what made it so sad, that's what made
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it so awful, because it was love that never could be carried

through to anything satisfying or even talked about plainLy

. . Brick I do understand all about it ! I--I think it

was--noble ! . .My only point, the only point that I'm

naking, is life

the drean of

Like Blanche's rejection of her hornosexual husband, Brick's rejection of

Skipper entraps him in the quicksands of inmobility through his

knowledge of his own guilt and failure. Maggie, as Narcissus's Echo, or

Adonis' Diana, cannot save her lover from his o!¡n destruction. As a

"cat on a hot tin roof" she is not even capable of rescuing herself.

Nor can Big Daddy resurrect Brick by rnaking him confess what he is

incapable of admitting about hinself and Skipper. For Brick to become a

performer would deny what Brick represents. Charles E. May has written

of Brick's psychological state:

something that

yes !--and death

.,, (4r-42).

has got to be allowed to continue even after

life is--aIl--over. --You two had

had to be kept on ice, yes, incorruptible,

was the only icebox where you could keep it

Brick's detachment is an existential 1evel1ing of values

that makes no one thing more important than another. ft is

the result of an awareness of absurdity that, as Albert

Camus says, can come at any time with no discernible cause

and that resists any attempts at psychological explanation

(280).

Brick's image of himself as "sitting in a glass box" is strikingly

similar to an image that Camus uses in Le Mythe de Sisyphe to describe

¡.¡hat he refers to as "human beings secreting inhumanity:"
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fn certain hours of lucidity, the mechanical aspect of

their gestures, their senseless pantonime, makes stupid

everything around them. A man speaking on the telephone

behind a glass partition--one cannot hear hirn but observes

his trivial gesturing. One asks oneself, why is he alive?

This malaise in front of man's own inhunanity, this

incalculable letdown when faced with the image of what we

are, this "nausea," as a contemporary ¡+riter cal1s it, also

is the absurd. Likewise the stranEer who at certain seconds

comes to meet us in a mirror, the familiar and yet alarming

brother we encounter in our own photographs is also the

absurd (20-21),

Brick sees himself as the

meaninglessly and absurdly, thus

of nausea at his own absurdity.

from his vision of himself.

Williams had reservations at the time of the Broadway revision

about the alteration of the play's conclusion. He wrote in the Note of

Explanation included in the publication of both versions of the play:

I felt that the rnoral paralysis of Brick was a root thing in

his tragedy, and to show a dranatic progression would

obscure the ¡neaning of that tragedy in him and. . r d.on't

believe that a conversation, however revelatory, ever

effects so immediate a change i.n the heart or even conduct

of a person in Brick's state of spiritual disrepair (cat,

rsz) .

Critics have agreed with Williams' reservations about the revision.

man in the glass box gesticulating

his disgust e¡ith himself is a feeling

His drinking is an attempt to escape
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Benjamin Nelson writes: "ln the final act, Brick does not undergo any

physical or mental alteration because of his dissection by his father,

and this is as it should be. Big Daddy has in no way solved Brick's

problem. (215). Ruby Cohn points out, "The original version of the

play stresses the contrast between Big Daddy's acceptance, and Brick's

rejection, of the lies that are life" (114).

Ïn Act Two of Cat Brick has identified his two possible modes of

escape as liquor and death (111). His choice is liquor, although the

two choices are not so far apart. Drinking for Brick is

producing the nechanical senselessness he longs for. He wi11fu11y

chooses to be a spectator, to merely r¡atch the parade and ,thus avoid the

taint of its fecundity. Trapped like a glass naiden, Brick cannot

expose his one sacred thing, his friendship with Skipper, to the 1ight.

Because of his need to hide from full exposure, Brick becomes as fragile

as the spectator maidens who cannot step away from their glass houses.

The liquor cabinet containing Echo Spring is Brick's glass house, so in

the revised version Maggie tosses the bottles off the balcony,

proclaining, "Echo Spring has gone dryr" thus signaling his release. fn

the original version Maggie merely temporarily locks it up, answering

Brick's question, "How are you going to conceive a child by a man in

love with his liquor?" with the response, "By locking his liquor up and

making hirn satisfy my desire before I unlock it!,' (148)

Critics, not surprisingly, side with Maggie as being the

"sympathetic" character of the p1ay. But in so doing they tend to

overestinate her abilities as a performer, or as a proponent of the

"vita1 life force." For instance, Sacksteder adroits to the conundrum of

his interpretation of Maggie, when he writes, "to the extent that it is

method of
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Maggie's show, the tendencies of the drama are affirrnativer âDd it is

accordingly suprising that Hilliams himself seems to have preferred Cat

1" (264). Susan Neal Mayberry writes, "ft is only Maggie who is fu11y

perceptive of the struggle going on around her and within her. .the

only one aware of the true significance of the conflict between illusion

and reality" (363). However, the fact that Maggie in the original

version persists in clinging to a nan who just as persistently rejects

her, reveals that she is as caught up as any other character in the

conflict between illusion and reality. The laek of nutuality in Maggie

and Brick's relationship intimates clearly that her desperate c1ínging

to it is not particularly life-affirming, but it is rather the result of

an obsession as sterile as Brick's obsessions with Skipper and Echo

Spring. Her "rape" of Brick at the conclusion of the play is further

evidence that Williams did not see her character as completely life

affirming, nor her role as the center of the p1ay.

The sexual wound resulting from Brick's relationship with Skipper

causes him, like Narcissus, to fa11 into sterility and dissolution. As

Brick is a willing participant, obsessed with Ìove's wound, his

redemption seerns unlikely. Neither Maggie nor Big Daddy can give Brick

his life back to him once he has "not lost but just quit playing" (14).

Brickts tragic fault of "being cror+ned with Laurel at an early âB€,"

which he shares with Chance Wayne, dooms him as it does Chance, to a

r.¡asted, misguided life of longing after unattainable ideals. Both Brick

and Chance end up, Adonis-1ike, castrated at the conclusions to each

play.

anonymous bed in a l,ouisiana

Sweet Bird of Youth opens with Echo Spring bubbling

seaside hote1. The play contains

up

a

]n an

great



deal of discussion between the main characters, Princess and

concerning the difference between spectators and performers.

envisions himself as a perforrner, yet he is critically blocked

attempts to fu1fil1 this vision by his fear, even terror, of performance

itself. Unable to accept the alternative of following along after the

parade, Chance

actually can perforn--the sexual circus. At the conclusion

Bird Chance refuses the only possibility for performance left to him, as

the Princess' paid compani.on, and in its place accepts the role of

sexually frozen spectator. Like Brick, Chance retires, wil1fu11y

castrated, to the moon, "that withered, withering country of tirne coming

ends up as a spectator in the only arena in which he

after tine not meant to come after" (Sweet Bird, 33)

Critics who see

redemption on Chance's

recognize the

interest in writing overtly "Christian" p1ays. The opening of the play
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Chance,

Chance

in his

on Easter Sunday with the Hallelujah Chorus wafting on the breeze

through the gallery door ironically counterpoints the Princess's

struggle to ar^raken from the "dead" of her drugged s1eep, as well as the

ensuing attenpts of both Chance and Princess to "resurrect" their dead

careers. Any reference to a spiritual resurrection from death is purely

ironic, as these characters do not attempt to perforn in the realm of

the spirit, but in that of the flesh only, thus their obsessions with

ironic tone

the conclusion

part, and there

of the play and overestirnate I.Jilliarns'

of Sweet

of Sweet Bird

the passage of

are many ¡.¡ho

potency. Brick's pronouncement about the difference between himself and

Boss Finley, "he'was called down from the hi11s to preach hate. I was

born here to make love," is not a reference to any Christian dichotony

as an act of

do1, fail to

tirne and the fading of physical beauty and sexual
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between himself and the Boss as representatives of good and evil. For

Chance, love is a nechanical act, not a spiritual or even an emotional

experience. He repeatedly avoids truth with abstractions of language'

as Brick has, and it is erroneous to associate Chance with any Christian

ideal of love, oT to see any overtly Christian message in the p1ay. Any

Christian allusions refer to a !Íor1d completely outside of the context

of the characters and actions of the drama, and these allusions exist to

emphasize the separation of the characters from this other world.

Chance,s love affair with Heavenly has gradually corrupted and

f inally castrated her. Chance ' s own sexual perf orrnances corrupt, and

eventually castrate him. He boasts to Princess of his performance in

the New York social register: "f Eave people more than f took. Middle

aged people I gave back a feeling of youth. Lonely girls?

Understanding, appreciation! An absolutely convincing show of

affection" (47-48). Chance claims to have been "born to make 1ove," yet

all he is capable of is a "convincing show of affection." Subjects such

as unrequited 1ove, sexual desire, and the redeeming qualities of

passion, which Willianrs once treated with seriousness, are now looked at

with wry humor, revealed in lines like the Princess' self-reflective

cornment, "Heart? 0h, no that's gone, that's..." (35), and in her

ironic conment on Chance and Heavenly's 1ove, "Something pernanent in a

world of change?" (50)

Chance offers Princess an impassioned declaration of his

philosophy of the world¡

the biggest of all differences

ones that had or have pleasure

haven't or hadn't any pleasure

in this world is between the

in love and those that

in 1ove, but just watched it
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?rith envy, sick envy. . I don't mean just ordinary

pleasure or the kind you can buy, f mean great pleasure, and

nothing that's happened to me or Heavenly since can cancel

out the many long nights without sl.eep çrhen we gave each

other such pleasure in love as very few peopLe can look back

on in their lives. . . (50).

The Princess' mechanical response is, "No question, go on with your

storyr' (50). Chance and the Princess have, as Eric Bentley says of the

characters in Cat, "an obsessively and nechanically sexual

interpretation of 1ife" (59-60). They live in an exclusively physical

arena, and suffer the consequences of this interpretation of life.

Castration is their inevitable fate, and for them it represents a

premature death. Chance and Princess rernark near the conclusion of the

play on the fate that awaits thern:

Chance: Tine--who could beat it, who could defeat it ever?

Maybe some saints and heroes, but not Chance l{ayne.

I lived on something, that--time?

Yes, time.Princess:

Chance:

At the very conclusion of the play Chance comes to a din recognition of

the limitations of his vision. He sees his nirror image dissolve and

escape his grasp, but in the end he can only gnaw off his own foot,

rather than fleeing and escaping from the entrapment of his obsession

vrith physical reflections and ho11ow facades.

.Gnaws away, like a rat gnar{s off its own

foot caught in a trap, and then, with its foot

gnawed off and the rat set free, couldn't run, couldnrt

Bo, bled and died. .(122-723),
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Chance is a parody performer, always attenpting to create a show

of perfornance. His phony show is painfully absurd, from his attempt to

blackmail the Princess in Scene One, to his "big phony display" around

town in the Princess' Cadillac in Scene Two, to his submission to

castration by Boss Finley's son in Scene Three. Even in his final act,

Chance seems to be misjudging the location of, and nisplacing the

responsibility for, hís r¡ora1 corruption. Chance fits M.H. Abrams'

definition of the "naive heror" who "acts ín a way grossly inappropriate

to the actual circumstances, " and "whose invincible simplicity or

obtuseness leads him to persist in putting an interpretation on affairs

which the kno¡.¡ing reader. .is ca11ed on to alter and correct" (92-93).

By consenting to castration, Chance is assuming that his guilt can be

removed by a physical operation, thus continuing his insistent belief in

the pure physicality of 1ife.

The Princess is a parody of the Lady of Shalott figure. Like her

she has been unl¡i1ling1y forced into the role of the spectator, in her

case by the curse of age. The Princess's "blue mirror" is the movie

screen where she sees not the parade of life passing by, but the parade

of time in her own face. Ironically, all the Princess can see is

herself in the mirror. She tells Chance: "The screen's a very clear

mirror. There's a thing ca11ed a close-up. The camera advances and you

stand sti1l and your head, your face, is caught in the frame of the

picture with a light blazing on it and all your terrible history screans

while you snile" (34). The Princess' "magic web" is the alter image

which she has created larger than life on the screen; the supposed death

of this image has caused her to !¡ithdraw frorn the world of performance

into the sílvery realm of palrn gardens by the sea. Images from "The



Lady of Shalott" and from earlier plays are treated

Sweet Bird. The cracked mirror/91ass appears, but

the romantic symbol of love shattering the lady's

parody form:

Chance:

Princess:

Chance:

Princess:

Chance:

There is also a

r.¡ithdrar¡ing into

You had a little accident with your glasses.

Hhat was that?

You fell on your face with thern on.

I{ere they conpletely denolished?

One lens cracked (24-25),

parody of the attempt to escape from

the glass house:
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satirically in

this time instead of

glass heart, it is in

Princess [¿rinlting]: Please shut up,

Chance ltakine the glass frorn her]:

Princess:

Even the narcissism of the spectator is ironic. The lost lover the

spectator longs for in the Princess's case is herself, the screen image

.an" $ias once able to create. .{s the Princess explains to Chance: "ft

gives you an awful trapped feeling this, this memory block. . .I feel

as if someone I loved had died 1ate1y, and f don't want to remember who

it could be" (28).

There's nothing better than

it.

f can, I wil1.

(22).

f'n forgetting!

Okay, go on forget.

that, f wish I could do

the tragic past by

In Camino Real Marguerite says to

betray each other" (529). Sweet Bird

f'm forgetting. . .f'n forgetting

Chance says of Heavenly's image on the

became distributed, "The water is just

Jaques, "Time betrays us and we

is an elaboration of this theme.

photograph which accidentally

beginning to lap over her body



like it desired her

(50). Later, in Scene Two, Tom Jr. says of Heavenly: "She's lying out

on the beach like a dead body washed up on it" (59). Chance's love

affair symbolizes the desire of the narcissistic hero to unwittingly

dror¡n the thing he 1oves. Everything works in the play to submerge the

ideal creature, Ileavenly, and to taint her with corruption. fn the

story "Three Players of a Summer Gane" the narrator describes "physical

beauty" as, "of all human attributes the most incontinently used and

wasted, as if whoever made it despised it, since it is made so often
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like I did and stil1 do and will always, always"

only to be disgraced by

chains" (342). Beauty

time's passage.

Susan Mayberry defines "the grotesque" as:

an outgrowth of the contemporary distrust of any cosmic

order, an interest in the irrational, and a frustration at

man's position in the universe. In a sense, then, the

grotesque is a merging of the comic and the tragic; through

physical or spiritual deformity and abnormal action, an

individual reflects both a comic deviation from the rational

social order and a tragic loss of faith in the moral

universe" (359-360).

painful degrees and drar.¡n through the streets in

in Sweet Bird is the one thing nost betrayed by

While the Princess is a merging of the comic and the tragic, of

slapstick and grandeur, Chance is a grotesque character who is neither

comic nor "tragically elegant." This, I believe, is a flaw in the P1ay,

which Willians attempted to rectify by the "apology" of Chance at the

very conclusion. Whether this apo.logy works is questionable. Jacob H.

Adler has written, "in asking us to recognize ourselves in him' Chance
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is not really asking us to recognize our olrn capacity for evil (which

would be legitinate) but attempting to justify his own. . ." (48). The

apology nay be l{illiams' recognition of the lack of sympathy that

Chance's fate elicits.

The ending of the play is an enactnent of an earlier line of

Chance's: "Irnagine a whole lifetime of dreans and anbitions and hopes

dissolving av¡ay in one instant. . " (49). The play enacts the

dissolving of Chance's vision, and the resurrection of the Princess'

beloved self-irnage. The Princess has said to Chance, "Well sooner or

later, at sorne point in your 1ife, the thing that you lived for is lost

or abandoned, and then. .you die, or find something e1se" (35). At

the conclusion Chance chooses to die with the love god persona he has

created rather than abandon it for something outside the self-reflective

wor1d. Chance's final act is actually only a parody of self-sacrifice.

He sacrifices his genitals for his own sins, but he has accused the

Princess of having already performed this act for hirn in the opening

scene. At the conclusion, Chance has to choose between two forms of

castration, one of which is slavery to the Princess' sexual domination,

and the other, a graphic and masochistic imitation of Adonis. Chance

plays out his self-given role as love god to its ultirnate conclusion.

Unless the reader or audience can believe in the sincerity of

Chance's pronouncenents about "1over" and especially in his love for

Heavenly, the ending of the play fails to be tragic. One can find nany

reasons to discredit everything that Chance says, and to feel inpatient

disdain for his simple-mindedness. Yet, it is Chance's childlike

simplicity which is his one redeeming characteristic as well as his

tragic fau1t. His simplicity, rather than any predilection for evi1,
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leads to his corruption. The audience, however, must believe in the

the sincerity of Chance's simplicity--to believe for example that he is

honest when he says "f Bave people more than f tookr" and "I was born to

make 1ove." His theory about "the great difference bet¡¡een people in

this world" is not without merit, it is rnerely not quite adequate.

There is something so grotesque as to be obscene about Chance's

phoniness, arrogance, and lack of insight. He represents naked naivety,

greed, ambition, and envy, so devoid of dignity as to make us, as

witnesses to his drama, squirm. The "obscenity" of the ending, its

graphicness, also challenges our comfortable notions of human dignity

and decency. By defying rationality, as Boss Finley also defies it,

Chance is a threat to our notions of the rationality of ambition. The

true spectator's apathy challenges our belief in the validity of action

as the appropriate response to experience. hrhen Chance gives in to his
rnvti l'.tors

de€aee+s, he denies that there is any appropriate anbition available to

him, just as Brick's refusal to act and function in his given roles

challenges Big Daddy's social otder, and places Maggie's future

ambitions in jeopardy. Chance's naivete regarding his conception of

"love" and his role as degenerate love Eod mirrors Brick's naivete

regarding the nature of his "one true thing."

Chance orders Fly in the opening lines of the play: "Open the

shutters a 1ittle. H"y, I said a little, not nuch, not that much!"

(14), and, by the conclusion, the shutters on Chance's illusion have

opened only a little. He fails to redeem his "terrible history" by any

positive motion, or to continue on and accept the consequences of his

actions in a heroi-c way.



"blue mirror". There are repeated references in the play to things

which refract light--Boss Finley repeatedly discusses diamonds and his

rally takes place in the Crystal Ballroorn--and to things which reflect

or project light--in Chance and Princess'hote1 room the fourth wa1l is

a mirror, while in the lounge the back wa11s serves as a television

screen. Significantly, there is a limited attenpt at realisrn in the

p1ay. The Princess says at the opening, "My vision's so cloudy!" (24),

and the play's vision itself is cloudy, being set in St. Cloud. Arthur

Ganz has said of the setting of Sweet Bird, it "is always closer to the

rnysterious country of Camino Real than to anything in the southern

United States" (200). Sweet Bird is set in the shadowy world of the

spectators, as most of Williams'1ate plays wí1l be, and it reveals the

alteration of the tone of his plays from sympathy to dark irony.

The characters in Sweet Bird forn a
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grotesque parade through a



Redemptive Ethic." Cithara III (7gea)t 31-36, or M.A. Corrigan,

"Memory, Dream, and Myth in The Plays of Tennessee i,Ii11iams", Renascence

lFot exarnple, see M. Roulet, "Sweet Bird

28 (Spring 1976): 155-167, or Peter L. Hays, "Tennessee I"Ii1liams" Use of

Myth in Sweet Bird of Youth", Educational Theatre Journal 18 (October

1966):255-258, and Arthur Ganz, "The Desperate Morality of the Plays of

Tennessee Hil1iams", The American Scholar XXXI (7962)t 278-294.

Endno t e s

of Youth: lli11iams'
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Chapter Three

The Last Decade: Death and Desire

It is extremely unattractive

destroying to still be at my age a

romanticist (l,li11ians, Memoirs , 287).

Vieux Carré, the most remarkable of l.fillians' plays of the 1970's

and early '80'sr largely abandons the central spectator/performer

conflict around which the earlier plays r+ere formed. This rsork is an

irnpressionistic memory play, and like a "dream play" it aepicts not the

working out of a particular plot or conflict, but a state of mind. It

portrays ¡.¡hat Martin Esslin describes as "the projection into concrete

terms of psychological realities" (301). The play depicts the state of

nind of the dreamer, who is the playwright himself. In Vieux Carré

Williams uses the drarnatic characters to depict the conflicts of his or+n

mind. The subject of the play is the relationship of the past to the

present in the nind of the author, and thus Vieux Carré is linked more

on the Vieux Carré

and humiliating and sleep-

sensualist as well as a
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closely with Hilliams' Memoirs than with any of his earlier or later

works.

Vieux Carré depicts Hilliams as a young man in the character of

The Writer, who is both a character in the play and the narrator of it.

However, the tTue narrator, or "dreamerr" is the author, now a man in

his mid-sixties, who has recently published his Memoirs. The trlriter

explains the significance of this period in his life at the opening of

Part Two of the play. Speaking to the audience, he says:



fnst inc t

Carré of

Isic].

nature (69).

When The Writer Eoes out

p1ay, this journey will

which was the realization
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, it must have been directed me here, to the Vieux

New Or1eans, down country as a--river flows no plan

f couldn't have consciously, deliberately, selected

better place than here to discover--to encounter--my true

which the character discovers is his sexual

as "autobiographer" or dreamer realizes that

time and at this place that he discovered his true nature as a creature

of f1esh. The consciousness behind the work (the dreamer) sees a deeper

significance to this sojourn in the Vieux Carré than the character of

the Narrator (his younger self) does. The dreamer's life has turned him

in a circle to the point where he rnust, like his long-abandoned fe11ow

tenants, confront the fact that flesh is so¡nething which is devoured and

which is itself a devourer. His f1 ight into the future at the

to neet his future at the conclusion to the

take him in a circle back to this place in time

or foreshadowing of

conclusion of the play is

unwittingly seen to !ùhat physical and psychological point this journey

will take him. rn this sense, the vieux carré symbolizes the

destination of all flesh for Hilliams--it is the',o1d quarter" not just

of New Or1eans, in which the play is set, but of life itself.

his future. The 'inature"

nature, however the author

it was at this point in

The pray is set in an ancient New orleans rooming house, now in a

state of mouldering decay, and haunted by the noans and cries, and

occasional appearances of its former tenants. The Writer describes the

house as a "waiting station." For him it functions as a station on his

hray out into the world, but for the rest of the tenants it is a waiting

a "desperate undertaking" (ffe) as he has
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station on their r^ray out of it. As dreamer, the Writer is now in the

same situation as they are in. The tenants are, for the most part,

spectators, and the house is the locus of their irunobility. It is the

last place left for then to run or creep to, and becomes a prison from

which they cannot escape. Significantly, Nursie says of Mrs. Hire, the

landlady: "she got the idea that 722 Toulouse Street is the address of

a jailhouse. And she's the keeper--" (10-11).

The thene of Vieux Carré is psychological evasion. The

empoverished inhabitants of the aging house are, for the most part,

unable to face the most horrible truths about themselves. Both Jane and

Nightingale evade until the last possible moment acknowledging the fact

of their imrninent deaths. The two elderly sisters, Mary Maude and Miss

Carrie endure imprisonment in a damp, lightless room, and scavenge the

a1ley for scraps to keep from starving, yet insist that they have

"positions to rnaíntain." The 1and1ady, Mrs. I.lire, though prone to bouts

of brutal realism in reference to her indigent tenants, is herself

entrapped in rnadness and illusion by the end of the play.

Although the author begins this work with a statement of his desire to

reveal the truth, the Menoirs are about actions performed in the outside

world and mostly avoid reflective consideration of the motives for

action, or of the motives and themes behind Williarns' writing. The

Memoirs reveal Williams as a performer, and evade discussing the

reflective side of the artist who, in his p1ays, was so absorbed with

the conflict between self-reflection and action. Vieux Carré is also a

type of memoir, being based on actual events in Williams'1ife. In the

multiple characters of the play we see a more cornplex inner portrait of

The theme of evasion is also important to Williams' Memoirs.
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the artist than the actual Memoirs provide. fn effect, The Memoirs

present the story of the man as Perforrner, while the play presents a

portrait of the playwright as spectator. Vieux Carré serves to explain,

and perhaps apologize for, the problem of evasion in the Memoirs.

vieux carré illustrates the hopelessness, as well as the

necessity, of our evasion of the truth about ourselves. There is an

absurd and grotesque pathos to Nightingale's refusal to admit that he is

dying of tuberculosis, Tet the only dignity he has left is his romantic

pose as a falsely persecuted outcast. The Writer confronts him: "A man

has got to face everything sometime and call it by its true name' not

try to escape it by--cowardly--!--evasion--" (51). Later, however, The

Writer perceives the error of this stance when he explains the

necess ity of Night ingale ' s evas ion to Mrs . l,lire :

l.Iriter I sotto voce, near tears ] :

dying.

Mrs. Wire: Not here. He's defamed this place as infested

with bedbugs to tTy to explain away the blood he

coughs on his pi11ow'

Writer: That's--his last defense against--

Mrs. Wire: The truth, there's no defense against the truth

(74).

The truth strips Nightingale of even the posture of dignity,. and when it

is shouted at him through his cubicle door by Mrs. Wire, he can no

longer maintain his defense against death. He is carried off to the

charity ward after admitting with pathetic pride that he is not a

Nightingale after all, but a member of "the Baton Rouge Rossignols"

(76), a name which translates both as "nightingale" and as "a piece of

Be easy on him, he's
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unsaleable merchandise." Similarly, after Jane admits to her 1over,

Tye, the fact that she is dying of leukernia, she immediately reErets

the adrnission, and confesses to him: "f've rea11y got no reason to hit

a goddamn soul but myself that lacked pride to keep my secrets" (108).

Not long after, when Jane is alone with The Writer, he takes off her

watch to wind it and tells her, "I'm afraid its broken" (112). Jane's

future has run out, and 
."n" 

is left to face the thing which most

horrifies the spectator--the stillness of stopped tine--alone. By

admitting to the truth, both Nightingale and Jane lose their defenses

against it.

The truths about flesh which the tenants of the house, and

certainly Williams hirnself, attempt to evade are its dualism and

duplicity. They are, as creatures of f1esh, both parasites and

prisoners. Their fleshly nature turns them into devourers, while as

prisoners of flesh they are being devoured frorn within. This situation

is depicted syrnbolically in the relationship between the tenants and

their landlady, Mrs. Hire. The tenants refer to themselves as Mrs.

Wire's prisoners, yet she counters their attacks upon her by calling

them "Deadbeats all ! ", and by referring to then as parasites and

dependents. The atttacks and counter-attacks are attempts to evade the

double nature of the situation; the tenants evade their roles as

parasites by calling themselves prisoners, while Mrs. I.lire justifies her

abuse of them by referring to the fact that they are living off her, and

ruining the character of her "historical" house.

As prisoners of desire, the spectators are entrapped in their or¿n

bodies, thus the house itself functions as a symbol of the body as

prison and tomb for those entrapped in physical desire. The house
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represents the dreamer's body, in which he is entrapped as the ultimate

spectator, watching voyeuristically the death agonies of the other

tenants. Synbolical1y, the author as drearner is entrapped in the house

of his decaying body, with its haunting rnemories, and endless conflicts

between the different aspects of his psyche.

Vieux Carré is essentially a lament of age and alienation.

l.tilliams depicts himself throughout the Mernoirs as a prisoner of

compulsive physical desires. He exhibits the compulsive and unending

need for touch in order to escape from his overpowering sense of

loneliness. However, the attempt to escape one's sense of alienation

from the world through physical connection with others merely results in

a dependency upon the body. This in turn becones a form of entrapment

in the body, which in the Vieux Carré is set on a course of relentless

decay. Vieux Carré

reconnecting ourselves to the world, then we are doomed to alienation,

as our bodies are going to become our prisons and then our tombs.

Mrs. I.Iire represents the "begrudging mother," and as such she

plays a central role in h¡i11iams' psychological self-portrait. Mrs.

Wire is obsessed r^¡ith the role of motherhood and begrudgingly adopts her

adult tenants as children. However, even though she needs to control

them and to be obeyed by thern, she deeply resents their dependency upon

her. She is the rnother who resents her role as life-giver because it is

an eating away of herself. As a begrudging mother, Mrs. Wire both feeds

and starves her adopted children, giving them such meagre sustenance

that they are forced to live in a state of semi-starvation. The

appetites r¡hich most arouse her r¿rath are those for food and sex, both

types of devouring in the imaginative ¡¿orld of the play. Mrs. Wire's

illustrates that if touch is our way of



horror of ravenous appetites

herself.

Mrs. Wire's tenants have been reduced, like infant children, into

mere appetites because they are being physically and psychologically

devoured from ¡.¡ithin. Jane explains her future situation to her lover:

"What's understandable is that your present convenience is about to

become an encumbrance. An .invalid, of no use, financial or sexual.

sickness is repellent, Tye, demands more care and gives less and less in

return. (110). The play dramatizes the desperation of the characters to

avoid adnitting that as creatures of flesh they are the devourers of

themselves and of others

Nightingale, a symbol of the whole house in microcosm, is both a

prisoner of sexual desire and a sexual parasite. He explains to The

Writer: "Little man, you are sensual, but f, f--am rapacious" (49).

Desire in the Vieux Carré is essentially reduced to corunerce and

predation. One progresses frorn being valuable merchandise--Tye's price

is, as he claims, "a hundred dol1ars"--into unsaleable nerchandise.

Jane refers to her own reduced condition when she tells Tye: "The

Brazilian must have been blind drunk when he took a fancy to me in the

Blue Lantern, mistook me for a hundred do11ar gir1" (96). Instead of

the sound of the Brazilian coming up the stairs to purchase her, Jane

soon hears the footsteps of the attendants carrying away Nightingale,
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results from her fear of being devoured

now a piece of unr,¡anted and unsaleable f1esh.

The progression for the prisoners of desire

purchaser, and once one is a purchaser, the price

Fina11y, one is merely a scavenger of stolen scraps

I"Iilliams recalls once exclaiming to a friend: "0h,

is from seller to

keeps going up.

, In the Memoirs

Christr you don'

t

t
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understand. There's nothing emptier, nothing more enbarrassing than a

streetcorner pickup. .each time a litt1e bit of your heart is

chipped of f and thrown in the gutter" (287). Ironically, Mrs . l,lire

explains to The Writer about her necessary curtailment of Nightingale's

scavenging activities:

midnight that might stick a knife in the heart of anyone in the buildin'

after they done it to hin" (.73); and The l{riter ref1ects. "Oh--there's a

price for things, that's something I've learned on the Vieux Carré. For

everything you purchase in this marketplace you pay out of here! [¡ie

thumps his chest.]" (43-44) In Williams' rnind, homosexuals, as the

greatest prisoners of desire, are those most tormented by the fact that

flesh is reduced to merchandise on the vieux carré. The desperation of

Nightingale's imprisonment in his desires is heard in his outcry to The

I.triter: "f have a fever you'd be lucky to catch, a fever to hold and be

held! [He throws off his tattered silk robe.] Hold me! Please, please

hold me" (50). Calling the charity ward to come and collect him, Mrs.

Wire exclaims, "the Nightingale is violent with fever" (89) .

Nightingale, like all prisoners of desire on the vieux carré, is

tormented by his entrappment in the body. Sensualism and Romanticism

in the Quarter are transformed into physical and psychological forns of

torment.

"f stop hirn fro¡n bringin' pickups in here at

Miss Carrie and Mary Maude are, like Nightingale, reduced to

fevôrish appetites--in their case by the fact that they are half-urad for

lack of food. They also scavenge the alleys at night fo¡ scraps, which,

along with the pick-ups Nightingale brings home, Mrs. Wire ejects back

into the street. Mrs, l.lire's greatest targets of abuse are Nightingale

and the sisters, as they are the nost defenseless victims of the
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appetites which so horrify her. Pathetically, scraps are their only

source of sustenance, yet there is a rapaci.ousness to Nightingale's and

the sisters' cravings which makes them both horrifying and highly comic.

Mrs. I,lire reduces the three of them to the most grotesque of metaphors,

describing them as:

scavenger crones that creep out after dark. And I got that TB case

spitting contagion wherever he goes, leaves a track of blood behind hín

like a chicken that's had its head chopped off" (72). While Mrs. Wire

begrudgingly feeds and houses the sisters, her terror of the parasitic

disease which is devouring Nightingale leads her to evict hin. It is

her overriding fear that she will become the devoured instead of the

devourer.

"Two worthless dependents upon me, that pair of

Mrs . I^lire, who relentlessly abuses her tenants with the truth

about themselves, evades the truth about herself with reversions into

dementia. In her hallucinations she is once again the mother of "the son

took away from me by the late Mr. Wire and a--and a crooked lawyer"

(77). The pathos of her madness is comic, and the relation to Williams'

own portrait of his mother in the Memoirs is fairly apparent. In

Willians' psychological self-portrait, at the heart of the adult is the

figure of the mother who begrudges the fulfillment of the appetites. It

is thus ironic that The Writer renonstrates: "Mrs. Wire, Ï'm not your

child. f am nobody's child. hlas nraybe, but not noll . I've Erown into a

man, about to take his first step out of this waiting station into the

world." (107) The dreamer realizes that we alirays rernain children of

the reluctant life-giver and, in fact, that we carry the begrudging

mother around in'ith us as the voice which urges us to deny the

fulfillnrent of the appetites, and as the voice which relentlessly
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assaults us with the truth about ourselves. Just as we "can't escape

frorn the truth, " e¡e cannot escape from the Puritan mother, the reluctant

life-giver.

There are two figures in the house who exist apart from those in

the position of evading their inminent decline into stillness. Aside

from The l,Iriter, who is merely waiting for the journey to begin, Tye and

Nursie, for different reas.ons, stand outside of the panic and

desperation of the spectators who surround then. Tye and Nursie are

performers, although their performances rest on different sets of

beliefs. They accept contradictory visions of the world as true, and

their faith in, and acceptance of, their visions allows them to escape

from the house which is s1ow1y dissolving into oblivion.

Tye lives in a world where man is reduced to animal nature. fn

his theatre of performance, people devour one another, and he accepts

the brutality of this, and the fact of the eventual consequences to

hinself of existing in this wor1d. fn Tye's vision, sexuality is

reduced to a cannibalistic devouring. He can describe in detail, and

with a certain relish, the horrible fate of the headliner at the

stripshow, the Champagne Girl:

Lupos are those big black dawgs that are used for attack.

The Man has three of 'en, and ¡.¡hen he patrols his territory

at night, they sit in the back seat of his Lincoln, set up

there, mouths wide open on their dagger teeth and their

black eyes ro11 in' like dice in a nigger crapshooter's

hands. And night before last, Jesus! he let 'em into the

Champagne Girl's apartnent, and they--we11 they ate her.

Gnawed her tits off her ribs, gnawed her sweet littIe ass
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off. 0f course the story is that the Champagne Girl

entertained a pervert who killed her and ate her like that,

but it's pretty well known it was them lupos that devoured

that girl, under those ceil.ing mirrors and crystal

chandeliers in her all ¡¡hite satin bedroon. --Yep--gone--

the headliner-- . . All champagne colored without faee or

body nakeup on her, light gold like pale chanpagne and not a

line, not a pore to be 6een on her body! Was she meant for

dawg food? I said, lras she meant for dawg food? Those

lupos ate that kid like she was their--last--supper. .

(e8-ee).

when The Man, Tye's boss, is denied the continuation of his sexual

relations with the charnpagne Girl, he has his dogs devour her, as if

their relationship has actually been a devouring process all along.

sinilarly, Tye's rape of Jane, which occurrs just previous to this

speech, is a devouring which gnarrs away Jane's ability to continue to

evade the fact of her immanent death.

ïn Clothes For a Summer Hotel, a later pLay, a character

explains: "I just said rrYesrr--J've said wittier things but none so

appropriate to an occasion of unlinited lícense. Death is that: after

many outraged cries of "nor" we11, its finally, "yes" and "yes" and

"yes". . ." (61-62), In the scene of Tye's assault of Jane the same

¡.rords are used, and serve to equate this act as a cannibalism of her by

the flesh, of which Tye is a representative:

Jane: The bed bit is finished between us. You're noving

out today.

[He slowly sturnbles uÞ, crosses to the table, and
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No, no, no ¡ no r fro, no !

Tye: Yes, yes, Iês, Iês, yes!

bed. l

fn the anirnal world sex is not only a devouring process but this process

is seen in sacred terms. The red and white--the blood in the white

bedroom--is in Tye's terms a "1ast supper." Tye's definition of God is:

dog - god. Similarly, in Suddenly Last Sumrner, Sebastian Venable sits

atop a boat in the Galapagos Islands and watches birds tearing at the

bodies of newly-hatched sea-turt1es, and interprets this as a vision of

God. He later offers himself as a sacrifice to this god, by being

[He throws her onto the bed and starts to strip her;

she resists; he prevails.l (85-86)

cannibalistically devoured by

Catherine attempts to explain the circumstances of his death:

Catharine¡ f tried to save him Doctor.
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Doctor:

Catharine : Complet ing ! --a sort of ! --image ! --he had of

himself as a sort of!--sacr; to a!--terrible

From what? Save hirn from what?

group of young boys. His cousÍn

sort of a--

Doctor: --God?

Catherine: Yes, a--crue1 one, Doctorl (267)

Williams once wrote in explanation of Suddenly Last Sumrner: "what the

drama truly concerned was all human confusion and its consequence:

violence ("Five Fiery Ladies, " 131). Sebastian appears to confuse

Darwinism with divinity, and as a result, to merely offer hinself as a
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sacrifíce to Darwin's version of Nature. Tye also confuses natural

religion, or primitive myth, with "the survival of the fittest," These

characters express the tendency of the modern world to debase mythology

and profane ritual. fn place of the kind of mythic thought r¡hich would

reintegrate us with the world, we tend to¡.¡ard violent myths of our own

making, which only serve to further alienate us from ourselves and

others.

the sense that she is pre-modern in her sense of faith. Nursie is a

performer in a world of absolute certainty and faith. She lives in a

Nursie is

genuinely mythic wor1d. Hhen she enters the kitchen in the midst of the

dernented turmoil created after Mrs. Wire pours boiling water through the

floorboards into the photographer's studio, the stage directions state:

"Nursie enters with black najesty. She is humming a church hlmn softly,

prirnitive, or a representative of "natural manr" in

"He walks with me and he talks ¡.¡ith me" (59). 0n another occasion she

sings softly "my home is on Jordan" (95). At the conclusion of the

play The hrriter sends Nursie upstairs to be Jane's last companion. As

she is described in the stage directions, Nursie "looms dimly behind

h im,

and we see for the first time this representative of the animal world.

He proves to be, not black as his name would suggest, but "white and

fluffy as a piece of cloud" (115). The cat is another representative of

Brace, like the lady in the alcove. Nursie is an appropriate bearer of

this gift of grace, as she is the one character in the play enveloped in

grace herself, who stands completely out-side from and untouched by the

appetites and evasions which grip the tenants and proprietoress of the

house.

dark solemn fact" (115). She takes up the cat, Beret, to Jane
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Jane has attempted to rely on touch--the connection of herself to

another--to prolong her 1ife. By submerging herself in the purely

sensual she hoped to block out the thoughts which made her confront her

immanent death. At one point Jane telIs Mrs. Wire in defense of her

relationship with Tye: "Irve stopped thinking. Just let things happen

to me" (10). However, the truth she attempts to evade is a physical

truth and not an abstraction after all. She discovers that at the heart

of the physical world in the unappeasable appetite for flesh. Tye's

flane, which once seemed able to offer Jane a remission, is now a

devouring one and once again "the tables have turned with a vengeance, "

Jane is a romanticist who poses as sensualist, just as

Nightingale is a sensualist who poses as a romanticist. These two

characters portray the "unattractive

sleep-destroying" aspects of the drearner (tne author) hinself, torn

between romanticism and sensualism at a point in life where neither one

can provide sustenance or dignity. fn the old quarter of life they

become parodies of themselves. For exarnple, Nightingale's pose as a

nartyred Christian is made ludicrous by the fact that he is so devoid of

grace that the lady in the alcove is invisible to him, just as Jane's

pose as a sensualist is made Erotesque by the brutality of her final

encounter with Tye. rn this quarter, the vieux carré, romanticism and

sensualisrn are reduced to evasion and appetite. There is no escape for

the sensualist nor for the rornanticist in the Vieux Carré for both can

only attempt to evade the fact that they are imprisoned in the decaying

house of the body.

and huniliating and



The movement of Williams' works is ultimately inward. The plays

move further and further towards the enclosed, motionless domain of the

spectator, until finally they are set within the nind of the spectator

himself. One of the ironies of the modern age which Williams expresses

in his depeiction of the s.pectator character is that modern man cannot

bear stillness, and yet this is his fate. Once stillness is no longer

equated with perfection, the movement of time produces a reaction of

horror and desperation. The spectator is in conflict with Time itself,

and his fate is necessarily tragic. Throughout the course of the plays

the spectators move through a progression of dependencies in order to

escape from Time: yet, as the late plays illustrate, there is finally

nothing left for them to depend upon, and no escape available.

Conclus ion

Sensuality becomes increasingly the way in which the alienated in

Williams' works attempt to make contact with the world; however, rather

than providing a release, sensuality becomes a form of entraprnent in the

body, which always betrays the spirit. Reconnecting oneself physically

r.¡ith the world in order to cure the alienation one feels doesn't work

once one starts travelling towards the Vieux Carré. The body as locus

is a reductive definition of the connection one has with the wor1d. The

body becomes a vehicle of death and one becomes meat, thus the obsession

with devouring in Vieux Carré. Eventually there is no door to escape
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through anylnore; when the body is locus one

Romanticism and sensuality ultimately

into himself. Hhen people depend uPon

connection with one another, the world ends

becomes one's o¡.ln tomb '

throi+ the spectator back

an alrnost exclusively sexual

up as a marketplace of the
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flesh, where as The Writer explains in Vieux Carré, people pay with

their hearts. The parade everyone wants to be a part of is really just

an exhibition of "physical beauty...drar¡n through the street in

Chains" ("Three Players of a Summer Gamer" 342), because the parade

functions on Darwinian terms. Always in the background of Williams'

plays is the ominous sense of a mechanistic universe. Helena' a

performer, remarks in A LoYely Sunday for Creve Coeur: "The weak. The

strong. 0n1y irnportant division between living creatures" (43), thus

summing up the Darv¡inian world in which all performance takes place'

The central dilenma of l.Iilliams ' drama is always the conf l ict

between thought and action. The spectators challenge the

appropriateness of action by their refusal to, or inability to, act,

while the perforners challenge the appropriateness or worthfullness of

thought, especially of self-conternplation, by their refusal or inability

to consider the consequences of action. The spectator/performer

conflict is based on the irony that while action alone is immoral,

thought alone is self-destructive. The dilernma of rnodern man which

Williarns continually gives expression to is the failure to integrate

thought and action. As Eliot wrote in "The Hollow Men:"

Between the idea

And the realitY

Between the motion

And the act

By the late plays, works such as sna11 craft warninSs, clothes For a

Summer Hotel, and Vieux Carré, a1-1 there is left to dramatize is the

Shadow. Williams' works move progressively further inside the shadow

wor1d. of the disintegrated spectatol who has become the "hollow man."

Fa1ls the Shadow (72-76).



Williams' characters are repeatedly seduced

sensuality of primitivism. A rnystical desire to

mindless sensation is expressed in, for exarnple, Blanche's sexual

escapadesr the Princess' desire for sexual narcosis, and Jane's avowal

"Ï don't think anymore." As the primitive mind thinks in dualities,

hlilliams characters are always forced into dualities and torn by

extremes. rt seems ironic that so much has been written on the

Christian element in hlilliams'works, when what is most striking are the

primitive and anti-Christian tendencies of his major characters. Even

the most ideal of l.Iilliams' characters, Laura, is lost in a form of

"mysticism" which is not christian, but rather, totemistic. what

Sebastian sees in his revelation of god is the rnindlessness behind it

all. The real force behind creation is not inte1lectual, but purely

physical. similarly, when chance says he is "born to make 1ove" this is

not a justification of his actions, but an ad.mission of mindless

sensuality; like Sebastian he attempts to cure his fault with a savage

ritual of atonement. As there is no cerebral atonenent possible in a

mindless universe, the atonement has to be a physical one. This idea is

delineated most explicitly in "Desire and the Black Masseur," where the

atonement also becomes a mingling of violence and sexuality. fn Blanche

as well as in other characters, sensuality is mixed up with thoughts of

higher things, even v¡ith spiritual aspirations, and this type of

confusion is what l.lilliams expressly refers to when he explains that

confusion inevitably leads to violence.
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by the mindless

lose oneself in
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